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Abstract

Using an API often requires following a protocol—methods must be calledin a specific order, parameters must be appropriately prepared, etc. Theserequirements are not always documented, and not satisfying them almostalways leads to introducing a defect into the program. We propose threenew approaches to help cope with this problem:
• We introduce the concept of so-called object usage models, which modelhow objects are being used. We show how to efficiently mine objectusage models from a program.
• We show how to use object usage model to find patterns of object usageand anomalous object usages. We have implemented the technique in atool called “JADET” and evaluated it on six open-source projects. JADETwas able to find insightful patterns, and had found defects and codesmells in all six projects. In total, JADET found 5 defects and 31 codesmells.
• We introduce the concept of operational preconditions. Traditionalpreconditions show the state an object must be in before being used asa parameter. Operational preconditions show how to achieve that state.We have created a tool called “Tikanga” that mines operational precon-ditions as temporal logic (CTLF) formulas. We have applied Tikangato six open-source projects, and found 12 defects and 36 code smells.This is the first time that specifications in the form of temporal logicformulas have been fully automatically mined from a program.





Zusammenfassung

In vielen Fällen erfordert die Verwendung einer Programmbibliothek dasEinhalten eines Protokolls: Methoden dürfen nur in einer bestimmten Rei-henfolge aufgerufen werden und Parameter müssen im richtigen Zustandübergeben werden. Derartige Anforderungen sind nur selten dokumentiert,obwohl eine Nichtbeachtung häufig einen Fehler im Programm verursacht.In dieser Arbeit stellen wir drei neuartige Ansätze zur Lösung solcher Prob-leme vor:
• Wir präsentieren Objektverwendungsmodelle, eine neue Art, die Ver-wendung eines Objektes in einem Programm zu charakterisieren undzeigen, wie solche Modelle effizient aus Programmen gelernt werdenkönnen.
• Wir zeigen, wie man Objektverwendungsmodelle einsetzen kann, umVerwendungsmuster zu lernen und Stellen zu finden, an denen Ob-jekte auf ungewöhnliche Art verwendet werden. In einer Evaluationmit sechs quelloffenen Programmen war unser Prototyp JADET in derLage, 5 bisher unbekannte Fehler und 31 Stellen schlechten Program-mierstils in allen sechs Programmen zu finden.
• Wir führen eine neue Art von Vorbedingungen für den Aufruf vonMethoden ein. Herkömmliche Vorbedingungen zeigen, in welchemZustand ein Objekt sein muss, um als Parameter für einen Method-enaufruf verwendet zu werden. Im Gegensatz dazu zeigen die hiervorgestellten operationalen Vorbedingungen, wie der benötigte Zus-tand erreicht wird. Unser Prototyp “Tikanga” lernt operationale Vorbe-dingungen und repräsentiert sie als temporallogische (CTLF) Formeln.Wir haben Tikanga auf sechs quelloffene Programme angewendet, unddabei 12 Fehler und 36 Stellen schlechten Programmierstils identifiziert.Unser Ansatz ist der Erste, der vollautomatisch Spezifikationen in derForm von temporallogischen Formeln aus einem Programm lernt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

If a programmer wants to use the API, she has to use it correctly—andthis typically means making sure that the API is used the way it was in-tended to be used. Since a typical API consists of a number of functions (orclasses/methods in object-oriented languages), this boils down to knowinghow to combine these functions to accomplish the task that the program-mer is interested in. If the API is not documented in any way, this is a verydifficult task. However, even if documentation is available, the task can stillbe difficult, as the documentation can be outdated, incomplete, difficult tounderstand, or—as is often the case when natural language is being used—ambiguous. The best solution would be having an up-to-date, complete andeasy-to-understand documentation combined with formal specification of theAPI (to resolve any ambiguity issues), but this is a standard that will not beachieved for a long time, if ever, especially considering how difficult it is towrite a formal specification even for simple functions. Programmers typi-cally try to cope with this problem by consulting code examples, where theAPI they are interested in is actually used. However, there is no guaranteethat these examples are actually correct, and the programmer—trying to getto know how to use the API—is not in a position to decide if the code usesthe API correctly or not. As a result, it is possible that the code written bythe programmer will turn out to be defective, too, and the program will failduring testing (which is the optimistic scenario) or at a client’s site. In anycase, the program will have to be fixed, and the costs of fixing the programare larger the later in the development cycle the defect is found (Dunn 1984).In this dissertation we will present a set of approaches that are designedto help the programmer use the API correctly, by providing her with thefollowing information:
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public List trimPropertyList (Set properties) {

List list = new ArrayList ();
createPropertyList (this.cl, list);
Iterator iter = properties.iterator ();
while (iter.hasNext ()) {

Property p = (Property) iter.next ();
addProperty (p, list);

}
reapPropertyList (list);
if (list.size () == 1)

Debug.log ("Empty property list");
return list;

}

Figure 1.1: Sample source code using iterator and list-operating API.

Models of API usage. We introduce the concept of object usage modelsthat show how objects are being used in a program. Object usagemodels are finite state automata (FSAs) that show which events (typicallymethod calls) can follow which other events, and how the object beingmodeled participates in the events. We show how object usage modelscan be fully automatically mined from a given program. (See Chapter 2).As an example, consider the method shown in Figure 1.1. One of theobjects used in this method is the iterator iter. Its object usage modelis shown in Figure 1.2.
API usage patterns. We introduce the concept of sequential constraintsand patterns consisting thereof. Sequential constraints represent se-quencing of events related to one object, and patterns are frequentlyoccurring sets of sequential constraints that represent sequencing ofevents related to one or multiple object. We show how we can abstractobject usage models into sets of sequential constraints, and how we canfind sets that occur frequently and thus form patterns. (See Chapter 3).For example, the object usage model shown in Figure 1.2 can be ab-stracted into a set of sequential constraints such as:

RETVAL: Set.iterator ≺ Iterator.hasNext @ (0)
Iterator.hasNext @ (0) ≺ Iterator.next @ (0)
...

If we analyze a program where many iterators are being used, we willcome up with the following frequently occurring pattern:
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RETVAL: Set.iterator

Iterator.

hasNext @ (0)

Iterator.

next @ (0)

Figure 1.2: Object usage model of the iter object from Figure 1.1.

Iterator.hasNext @ (0) ≺ Iterator.hasNext @ (0)
Iterator.hasNext @ (0) ≺ Iterator.next @ (0)
Iterator.next @ (0) ≺ Iterator.hasNext @ (0)
Iterator.next @ (0) ≺ Iterator.next @ (0)

This pattern states that iterators are used by calling hasNext() beforecalling next() and vice versa, and this is indeed how iterators shouldbe used.
Operational preconditions. We introduce the concept of operational pre-

conditions. They are akin to traditional preconditions, but instead ofsaying what the state of a parameter needs to be for a function callto be correct, operational preconditions say how to achieve that state,thus helping the programmer to actually write code that correctly usesa function. Operational preconditions are expressed as temporal logicformulas, and this is the first time temporal logic specifications are fullyautomatically inferred from programs. (See Chapter 4). As an exam-ple, the operational precondition of the first parameter (the list) of the
reapPropertyList() method used by the code in Figure 1.1 containsformulas such as:AG ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)AG (ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)ÑEX EF ASTNode.addProperty @ (2))The first of those formulas states that the list must always be passedas the second parameter to createPropertyList(), and the second that
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after passing the list as the second parameter to createPropertyList(),there should exist a path where the list is passed as the second param-eter to addProperty().

Potential defects in code. We show how programs can be checked for con-formance with API usage patterns and operational preconditions foundearlier. Our approach is fully automatic and results in a user beinggiven a ranked list of methods that violate a pattern or an operationalprecondition, respectively. We show that it is effective in finding previ-ously unknown defects in existing programs. (See respective sectionsin Chapters 3 and 4).Code that uses an iterator and does not call hasNext() before call-ing next() (i.e., violates the iterator pattern shown above) will get re-ported to the user as potentially defective. Likewise code that calls
reapPropertyList(), but only calls createPropertyList() condition-ally (i.e., violates the operational precondition shown above).

1.1 Publications
This dissertation builds on the following papers (in the chronological order):
• Wasylkowski, Andrzej. 2007. Mining object usage models. In ICSE

COMPANION 2007: Companion to the proceedings of the 29th Inter-
national Conference on Software Engineering, 93–94. Los Alamitos,CA: IEEE Computer Society. Presented at the Doctoral Symposium.

• Wasylkowski, Andrzej, Andreas Zeller, and Christian Lindig. 2007.Detecting object usage anomalies. In ESEC-FSE 2007: Proceedings
of the 6th joint meeting of the European software engineering con-
ference and the ACM SIGSOFT symposium on The foundations of
software engineering, 35–44. New York, NY: ACM.

• Wasylkowski, Andrzej, and Andreas Zeller. 2009. Mining temporalspecifications from object usage. In ASE 2009: Proceedings of the 24th
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engi-
neering, 295–306. Los Alamitos, CA: IEEE Computer Society.

• Gruska, Natalie, Andrzej Wasylkowski, and Andreas Zeller. 2010.Learning from 6,000 projects: Lightweight cross-project anomaly de-tection. In ISSTA 2010: Proceedings of the nineteenth international
symposium on Software testing and analysis. (At the time of writingthis has not been published yet).



Chapter 2

Mining Object Usage
Models

2.1 Motivation
Programs can be in general treated as processes operating on objects. This isespecially clear in the context of object-oriented languages, but is also true forall programming languages: any entity that can be stored and manipulatedby a program is essentially an object of some kind. Each such object has itstype, such as an integer, a character, a database connection, etc. The type ofan object puts a restriction on what the program can do with that object. Forexample, integers can be added, characters can be concatenated, databaseconnections can be initialized, and so on. Without losing generality we cansay that each type corresponds to a class in an object-oriented language, andeach object of that type corresponds to an instance of that class.1 This allowsus to represent the set of operations that can be performed on a certain objectof a certain type by the set of methods that are applicable to objects of thattype; accordingly, the type—and thus the set of methods—puts a restrictionon what can be done with objects of that type.However, specifying the set of allowed operations is not enough to guar-antee that objects will always be properly used. Consider a file object thatcan be opened, read from, and closed. These operations are not alwaysapplicable—for example, the file must first be opened before it can be readfrom, and reading from it is not allowed after it has been closed. We can saythat each object apart from its type is characterized by its state, and some

1This is not true for so-called primitive types, but these can be wrapped into classes.
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initVerify initSign

update

verify

update

sign

Figure 2.1: Typestate for the java.security.Signature class.

operations are applicable only in certain states. This idea has been known bythe name of a typestate (Strom and Yemini 1986) and is based on describ-ing possible sequences of operations that can be performed on objects of acertain type using a finite state automaton (FSA). Figure 2.1 shows a typestatefor the java.security.Signature class. Even without knowing what is thepurpose of this class, we can immediately see that there are two principal us-age modes: verifying and signing, and they should not be mixed (e.g., calling
initVerify() and then sign() is incorrect).Typestates contain some very useful information, but one of their draw-backs is that they are limited to operations that can be performed on an ob-ject. This has a very important disadvantage: the abstraction level is constantfor each type. First, this makes it impossible to model how methods using ahigher abstraction level (e.g., treating a list as a specific list containing specificdata, and not a generic data structure) can be combined to perform mean-ingful operations. One good example is if a Java programmer has written amethod that fills a given vector with a given number of random integers, andanother method that expects such a vector as one of its parameters. Thesetwo methods are related in that the second one needs the result of the firstone to work correctly, but this relationship cannot be represented using type-states. Another problem introduced by the constant abstraction level is thatit is impossible to model the behavior of values of primitive types, such asintegers. In an ideal world each distinct concept would be represented ina program by a distinct type, and this problem would be irrelevant, but inreality this is not the case—file handles in C are a perfect example of whatreality looks like.To avoid the problems associated with the constant abstraction level thisdissertation introduces object usage models (OUMs). An object usage modelis a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) that describes sequences of op-
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erations that a particular object goes through in a particular method. Theidea is to use the abstraction level of the method using the object. This ofcourse means that an OUM not only must represent calls, where the object ofinterest is the call target, but also where it is a parameter. Another importantconsideration is that not all objects used inside a method are created by thatmethod. Some come as parameters, others are read from fields, etc. Hence,an OUM must represent the origin of the object being modeled, which is notneeded in case of a typestate, because its starting state is always the pointwhere the lifecycle of the object starts. Before we introduce the formal defi-nition of an object usage model, let us first introduce the concept of an eventassociated with an object.
Definition 2.1 (Event). An event associated with an object is one of the fol-lowing:
• A method call with the object being used as the target or a parameter(possibly in multiple positions). Here we differentiate between normaland abnormal (i.e., because of an exception being thrown) return fromthe call.
• A method call with the object being the value that was returned.
• A field access with the object being the value that was read.
• A cast of the object to a different type (as in the Java expression (A)b).

Events are represented using strings as follows:
• A method call with the object being used as the target or a parameteris denoted by Class.method signature @ parameters, where:

– Class is the fully qualified (i.e., including full package path to theclass) name of the class defining the method being called (e.g.,
java.lang.Object)

– method is the name of the method being called (e.g., hashCode)
– signature is the type signature of the method being called (e.g.,
(ZC)V; see the Java virtual machine specification (Lindholm andYellin 1999) for a description of symbols used in signatures). Thispart is only used to differentiate between overloaded methods’ namesand is otherwise irrelevant.

– parameters is a list of numbers indicating positions in the param-eter list, where the object being modeled was used as a parameter;thus, if the call happened with the object being used as the third
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parameter only, this would be (3); if the object was used as thethird and fifth parameter, this would be (3, 5); if the object wasused as the target of the call, this would be (0); and so on.

Thus, for example, a call to hashCode with the object as the target ofthe call would be denoted by java.lang.Object.hashCode()Z @ (0).If the return is abnormal as a result of an exception being thrown, wedenote it by EXC(exception): Class.method signature @ parameters,where the additional exception is the fully qualified (i.e., including fullpackage path to the class) class name of the exception that was thrown.
• A method call with the object being the value that was returned is de-noted by RETVAL: Class.method signature, where Class, method, and

signature are as defined above; thus, for example, the fact that the ob-ject is the return value of the clone method call would be denoted by
RETVAL: java.lang.Object.clone()Ljava/lang/Object;.

• A field access with the object being the value that was read is denotedby FIELDVAL: Class.field, where Class is as defined above and field isthe field’s name. FIELDVAL: java.lang.System.in is one example.
• A cast with the object being cast to a different type is denoted by CAST:

Class, where Class is a fully qualified name of the class, to which theobject is cast, as in CAST: java.lang.String.
Definition 2.2 (Object usage model). Let Classes be the set of all valid fullyqualified Java classes’ names. An object usage model is a tuple oum =(Q,Σ, T, q0, F,Exc), where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of eventsassociated with the object being modeled, T : Q × (Σ ∪ {ε}) Ï P(Q) is atransition function, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, F ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and
Exc : F Ï Classes ∪ {⊥} is a function that assigns exceptions’ classes’ namesto final states.

An object usage model is essentially a nondeterministic finite automatonwith epsilon transitions. Its final states are designated by the type of themethod exit they represent. There is always only one final state f0 ∈ Frepresenting normal exit from the method, for which Exc(f0) = ⊥. Therecan also be any number of final states f1, . . . , fn representing abnormal exitsfrom the method (i.e., because of an exception being thrown). In this case
Exc(fi) is always a fully qualified name of the class of the exception beingthrown.Before we show how OUMs are being created, let us take a look at asample OUM. Consider the source code shown in Figure 2.2. One of the
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public List getPropertyList (Set properties) {

List list = new ArrayList ();
createPropertyList (this.cl, list);
Iterator iter = properties.iterator ();
while (iter.hasNext ()) {

Property p = (Property) iter.next ();
addProperty (p, list);

}
reapPropertyList (list);
return list;

}

Figure 2.2: Sample source code using list-operating API.

ArrayList.<init> @ (0)

ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)

ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)

ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)

Figure 2.3: OUM for the list created by the method from Figure 2.2.

objects being used in this code is the list created in the very first line ofthe method getPropertyList. The method performs some operations onthe list, and these operations can be represented using the OUM shown inFigure 2.3. There is one important point to be made here. Object creationis not represented as a separate event. This is strictly unnecessary, becauseeach created object has to have its constructor called, and it is always thefirst method call on such an object; thus having the constructor call as thefirst event in the OUM is a sign for the object being created by the methodas opposed to being received as a parameter, a return value of a method call,or being read from a field. We will also always follow the same conventionwhen presenting OUMs:
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• We will remove the packages’ names and methods’ signatures from theevents’ labels to improve readability. We will do this whenever it doesnot introduce any ambiguity.
• Epsilon transitions will be denoted by unlabeled dashed edges.
• The initial state q0 is always denoted by a state with an ingoing arrowthat has no source state associated with it.
• The one final state representing normal exit is always denoted by ananonymous state with an outgoing arrow that has no destination stateassociated with it.
• All final states representing abnormal exits (if present) are always de-noted by states labeled with the name of the class of the exception,and they always have an outgoing arrow that has no destination stateassociated with it.

2.2 How Object Usage Models Are Created
Object usage models for a particular method can be created by performingforward data flow analysis on that method. Before we get to the detaileddescription of the approach, let us provide you, the reader, with a high-leveloverview of the technique.Our goal when creating OUMs was not only to allow them to be flexiblewhen it comes to the abstraction level being used (as indicated earlier), butalso to mirror the programmer’s idea about how the object being modeled issupposed to be used. This idea is present in the source code using the object,and the structure of that code is a very important part of it. Consider as anexample a method that fills a collection with elements in a loop just to addone more element immediately after the loop. From the collection’s point ofview, this last addition does not differ from all the previous additions. Can wethen just represent the way the collection is being used by having only a loopin the OUM with addition as the operation being performed? Is this what theprogrammer intended? While the answer to the first question may not beobvious, the answer to the second question must of course be a resounding“no.” This is not what the programmer intended.If we are to mirror programmer’s intentions, we have to include relevantparts of the program’s structure in the OUMs. To achieve this goal, we havedecided to base states of the OUMs on the locations in the code. This idea isnot new, as it has been already used in the work of Eisenbarth, Koschke, and
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Vogel (2002) on static trace extraction.2 Its main advantage is that it allowsthe OUMs to mirror the program’s structure (e.g., if an operation performedon an object is in a body of a loop, it will be part of a respective loop in theOUM; if an operation is conditional, it will be conditional in the OUM, and soon). The main drawback of this technique is that it can overfit at times. Oneexample is if a method operating on a collection uses an iterator to iteratethrough one element of the collection only. This is not a common iteratorusage, and yet the OUM will mirror it. In Section 3.4 we will show how canwe turn this drawback into an advantage.Object usage models are created by performing intraprocedural data flowanalysis on the program’s methods. The analysis keeps track of events thathappen to objects in a method, and locations where they happen. Our analysisworks on Java bytecode. The reason for this is that the bytecode’s syntax isquite low-level, and thus particularly suitable for analysis purposes. Let usnow give some preliminary definitions that will be of use later on.
Definition 2.3 (Control flow graph). Let m be a method and let Classes bethe set of all valid fully qualified Java classes’ names. The control flow graphof m is a tuple G = 〈V,E, v0, v1〉, where:
• V is the set of nodes in the control flow graph. Each bytecode instruc-tion in m is represented by a separate node3, and there are also twoadditional nodes: v0 and v1.
• E ⊆ V × V × (Classes ∪ {⊥}) is the set of edges in the control flowgraph. Given an edge e = (va, vb, c), va and vb are the source and targetnodes, respectively, and c is either ⊥ if the edge denotes exception-freeexecution of the instruction in va , or the name of the exception thrownwhen executing the instruction in va if the edge denotes an exception-causing execution of that instruction.
• v0 is the single artificial entry node, and given m’s actual entry node
ventry there exists e ∈ E such that e = (v0, ventry ,⊥).

• v1 is the single artificial exit node, and each node corresponding to abytecode instruction resulting in an exit from m (this can be either anormal return instruction, or any instruction that causes an abnormalexit from m) has an edge leading to v1.
2We will defer the comparison of their work with that of ours until Section 2.5.3Java bytecode permits so-called subroutines in the bytecode. These can lead to a very impre-cise analysis results if handled straightforwardly, so we have decided to inline them everywherethey are being called. This means that instructions that occur in those subroutines can havemore than one node assigned to them.
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Definition 2.4 (Abstract objects). Let m be a method. Obj(m) is the set ofabstract objects used by m. Formally, x ∈ Obj(m) iff x is an object (i.e., not aprimitive value) and one of the following holds:
• x is the this pointer.
• x is one of the formal parameters of m.
• x is a result of a read of field value instruction present in m (as in x =
System.out).

• x is a return value of a method call occurring in m (as in x = map.items
()).

• x is a constant appearing in m (like "OK" or null).
• x is an object created in m (as in x = new Calendar ()).
Apart from this and formal parameters of m, each abstract object isuniquely identified by the location of the bytecode instruction that creates it.4

Definition 2.5 (Variables). Let m be a method. Var(m) is the set of variables(in the Java bytecode sense) used by m. Formally, Var(m) = StackVar(m) ∪LocalVar(m), where:
• StackVar(m) = (sv0, . . . , svmax_stack(m)−1), where max_stack(m) is the max-imum depth the operand stack of m can have at any point during theexecution of m.
• LocalVar(m) = (lv0, . . . , lvnum_locals(m)−1), where num_locals(m) is the sizeof the array holding local variables of m.
The Java virtual machine allocates an operand stack and a local variablearray for each method. The stack has a limited maximum depth, which isfixed for each method. The same is true for the array of local variables,which also contains entries for this (for a nonstatic method), and all formalparameters of m. Java also distinguishes between values that are byte-sizedand word-sized, and each slot in the stack and in the array is byte-sized.This means that the Java virtual machine allocates two slots for each word-sized value. Our data flow analysis framework will mirror this behavior, butthe second slot will always be treated as empty (i.e., as a slot with no objectassigned to it).

4Constants are in this respect no exception, as there is a dedicated bytecode instruction thatcreates them and pushes them onto the stack.
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Definition 2.6 (Internal model). Let m be a method, G = 〈V,E, v0, v1〉 be
m’s control flow graph with a designated entry node v0 and a designatedexit node v1, and Classes be the set of all valid fully qualified Java classes’names. An internal model based on m is a tuple im = (Q,Σ, T, q0) where
Q = V ∪ Classes ∪ {⊥} is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of all possibleevents stemming from m, T ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ {ε})×Q is a transition relation, and
q0 = v0 ∈ Q is the initial state corresponding to the entry node of m’s controlflow graph.The set of states of an internal model contains states corresponding tocontrol flow graph nodes (elements of V ), one state corresponding to thenormal exit from m (⊥), and states corresponding to abnormal exits from m(elements of Classes). The transition relation is essentially a list of all con-nected states with the information about the type of a transition connectingthem (either some event or an epsilon transition).
Definition 2.7 (Merging internal models). Let m be a method, and im =(Q,Σ, T, q0) and im′ = (Q,Σ, T ′, q0) be internal models based on m. im′′ =im_merge(im, im′) is a merge of im and im′, and is defined as follows: im′′ =(Q,Σ, T ′′, q0) where T ′′ = T ∪ T ′.
Lemma 2.8. im_merge is idempotent (i.e., im_merge(im, im) = im).
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of im_merge and the fact that theset union operation is idempotent.
Lemma 2.9. im_merge is associative (i.e., im_merge(im1, im_merge(im2, im3))= im_merge(im_merge(im1, im2), im3)).
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of im_merge and the fact that theset union operation is associative.
Lemma 2.10. im_merge is commutative (i.e., im_merge(im1, im2) =im_merge(im2, im1)).
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of im_merge and the fact that theset union operation is commutative.
Definition 2.11 (Data flow facts). Let m be a method. A = P(Obj(m))Var(m)×
N × ((IM × Q) ∪ {⊥,>})Obj(m) is the set of potential data flow facts about m,where:
• IM is the set of internal models based on m (see definition 2.6).
• Q is the set of states in all internal models (recall that all internal modelsfor a fixed m have the same set of states, see definition 2.6).
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Data flow facts in our setting represent associations between variables andobjects, and keep track of the events each object can go through when themethod is executed. The second goal is achieved by constructing for eachobject its internal model on the fly while performing the data flow analysis.After the analysis is completed, internal models will be transformed into ob-ject usage models. (We will describe this later in more detail.) The naturalnumber that is a part of each data flow fact is the current depth of the operandstack (see definition 2.5).

Definition 2.12 (Join semilattice). Let m be a method. L = 〈A, 0,≥,∨〉 is a joinsemilattice of the OUM-constructing data flow analysis framework, where:
• A is the set of potential data flow facts about m (see the definition 2.11).
• 0 is an element of A defined as follows: 0 = (var2obj0, 0, obj2im0) where

var2obj0(v) = ∅ for all v ∈ Var(m) and obj2im0(o) = ⊥ for all o ∈ Obj(m).
• ≥ is a partial order defined as follows: a≥b iff a = a ∨ b.
• ∨ is a join operation defined as follows: Let a = (var2obja,deptha,

obj2ima) and b = (var2objb,depthb, obj2imb) be elements of A. a∨b =
c = (var2objc,depthc, obj2imc) is defined as follows:1. var2objc(v) = var2obja(v) ∪ var2objb(v) for all v ∈ Var(m)2. depthc = max(deptha,depthb)

3. obj2imc(o) =



> iff obj2ima(o) = > or obj2imb(o) = >,
⊥ iff obj2ima(o) = ⊥ and obj2imb(o) = ⊥,
(ima, qa) iff obj2ima(o) = (ima, qa) and

obj2imb(o) = ⊥,
(imb, qb) iff obj2ima(o) = ⊥ and

obj2imb(o) = (imb, qb),
(im, q) iff obj2ima(o) = (ima, q) and

obj2imb(o) = (imb, q) and
im = im_merge(ima, imb),

> iff obj2ima(o) = (ima, qa) and
obj2imb(o) = (imb, qb) and qa 6= qb.

Theorem 2.13. 0 is a bottom element of L (i.e., a ∨ 0 = a for all a ∈ A).
Proof. Follows directly from definitions of 0 and ∨.
Lemma 2.14. ∨ is idempotent (i.e., a ∨ a = a for all a ∈ A).
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Proof. Set union, max, and im_merge operations are idempotent (see lemma2.8), and from this and the definition of ∨ given above it follows that ∨ isidempotent as well.
Lemma 2.15. ∨ is associative (i.e., a ∨ (b ∨ c) = (a ∨ b)∨ c for all a, b, c,∈ A).
Proof. Trivial from the definition of ∨ by considering all possible cases forthe obj2im part of all elements and the fact that the set union, max, andim_merge operations are associative (see lemma 2.9).
Lemma 2.16. ∨ is commutative (i.e., a ∨ b = b ∨ a for all a, b ∈ A).
Proof. Follows from the definition of ∨ and the fact that the set union, max,and im_merge operations are commutative (see lemma 2.10).
Lemma 2.17. ≥ is reflexive (i.e., a≥a for all a ∈ A).
Proof. From the definition of ≥ it follows that a≥a iff a = a ∨ a. On theother hand lemma 2.14 shows the right part of the equivalence to be true,and this proves that the left part of the equivalence is true as well.
Definition 2.18 (Data flow analysis framework). Let m be a method, Classesbe the set of all valid fully qualified Java classes’ names, and live : V Ï
P(Var(m)) be the mapping assigning to each node in a control flow graphthe set of variables alive directly before that point in the program execution.The data flow analysis framework (Marlowe and Ryder 1990, 124–129) weuse to create internal models from m is defined as D = 〈G,L, F,M〉 where:
• G = 〈V,E, v0, v1〉 is m’s control flow graph.
• L is a join semilattice from definition 2.12.
• F ⊆ LL is a class of transfer functions, that is, the smallest class offunctions satisfying the following conditions:

– F has an identity function I , such that I(a) = a for all a ∈ L.
– Each control flow graph edge e ∈ E has a corresponding function
fe ∈ F defined as follows: Let a = (var2obj,depth, obj2im) be anelement of L and let e = (vx , vy , c) be the edge. We define fe(a) asa function that represents the effect of the transition informationin vx , vy , c and the liveness status of variables on the var2obj and
obj2im mappings, and on the depth value. (See below for a detaileddiscussion of these functions.)

– For any two functions f, g ∈ F the function h = f ◦ g is in F .
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– For any two functions f, g ∈ F the function h(a) = f (a) ∨ g(a) is in
F .

• M : E Ï F is an edge transition function that assigns to each edgefrom a control flow graph a function from F . For a given e ∈ E,
M(e) = fe ∈ F .

Functions in F created from the edges of the control flow graph addtransitions to internal models of objects according to the events these ob-jects participate in. Generally, the idea is to build the internal models duringthe analysis. Upon analysing each control flow graph edge, transitions areadded to internal models of objects. If a particular object participates in theevent denoted by the edge, the transition represents that event. If it does not,the transition is an epsilon transition. If an object is assigned to dead vari-ables only, its model is not updated, etc. There are around two hundred Javabytecode instructions, so presenting an appropriate function in F for eachinstruction would be too tedious and we will refrain from doing it. Instead,we will show one example to give the reader a feel for how the functionslook like.Some Java bytecode instructions are responsible for moving elementsfrom the operand stack to the local variables array and back. One of suchinstructions is aload. This instruction pushes a local variable of type ref-erence (i.e., word-sized) stored in the local variables array at a given index
index onto the operand stack. Let lvi be the i-th element of a local variablearray, svi be an element of the operand stack at depth i (see definition 2.5),and e = (vx , vy ,⊥) ∈ E be a control flow graph edge with vx containing an
aload instruction. (We know that the last element of the edge tuple is ⊥,because the aload instruction always succeeds; compare the definition 2.3.)The function fe ∈ F is defined as follows: Let a = (var2obj,depth, obj2im) bean element of L. Then fe(a) = b where b = (var2obj ′,depth′, obj2im′) where:

• var2obj ′(v) =


∅ iff v 6∈ live(vy),
O iff v ∈ live(vy) and v 6= svdepth and

var2obj(v) = O,
O′ iff v ∈ live(vy) and v = svdepth and

var2obj(lvindex) = O′.
• depth′ = depth + 2
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• obj2im′(o) =



x iff o 6∈ var2obj(v) for all v ∈ Var(m) and
obj2im(o) = x,

x iff o ∈ var2obj(v) for some v ∈ Var(m) and
obj2im(o) = x ∈ {⊥,>},

(im′, q ′) iff o ∈ var2obj(v) for some v ∈ Var(m) and
obj2im(o) = (im, q) where
im = (Q,Σ, T, q0) and im′ = (Q,Σ, T ′, q0)where T ′ = T ∪ {(vx , ε, vy)} and q ′ = vy .

Theorem 2.19. The data flow analysis framework D = 〈G,L, F,M〉 fromdefinition 2.18 is distributive (i.e., f (a ∨ b) = f (a) ∨ f (b) for all a, b ∈ L and
f ∈ F ).

Proof of the theorem above would require knowing the definitions of allfunctions in F and we did not give them. We will instead give a brief sketch ofthe proof. Functions in F manipulate the depth, the mapping from variablesto abstract objects, and the mapping from objects to internal models. Allthose functions only add new transitions to the internal models, and the joinoperator takes a union of those; thus, distributivity holds here (it does notmatter if we first add elements to two sets and then take their union, or if wedo this the other way around). The depth for a given function f is changedin the same way irrespectively of the lattice element involved, and the joinoperator takes a maximum of two numbers. Again, this makes distributivityhold here (it does not matter if we first increase two numbers by the sameincrement and then take their maximum, or if we do this the other wayaround). The last element is the mapping from variables to abstract objects.All functions in F change this mapping only by overwriting existing elements,and the join operator only creates a union of two mappings; thus, distributivityholds here as well (it does not matter if we first overwrite two mappings withthe same value and then take their union, or if we do this the other wayaround).Based on the properties we have stated in lemmas 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17,and theorems 2.13 and 2.19 we conclude that the data flow analysis frame-work from definition 2.18 is solvable (i.e., the iterative algorithm for dataflow analysis works [Marlowe and Ryder 1990; Aho, Sethi, and Ullman 1988,680–94]).After creating internal models for all abstract objects in a method, wetransform them into object usage models by removing unused states.5 Let
im = (Q,Σ, T, q0) be an internal model, and Classes be the set of all valid

5For a given internal model these are states corresponding to source code locations at whichthe object being modeled was either not visible or not alive.
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fully qualified Java classes’ names. An object usage model stemming from
im is defined as oum = (Q′,Σ′, T ′, q0′, F,Exc) where:
• Q′ = {q ∈ Q : ∃p, σ . (p, σ, q) ∈ T} ∪ {q0,⊥} (where ⊥ ∈ Q; see thedefinition 2.6)
• Σ′ = Σ
• T ′ is defined as follows: T ′(q, σ ) = R iff q ∈ Q′ and R = {r : (q, σ, r) ∈ T}
• q0′ = q0
• F = (Classes ∩Q′) ∪ {⊥} ⊆ Q′
• Exc is defined as Exc(c) = c for all c ∈ F
In the end, the analysis described above gives us an object usage model forevery abstract object in the method being analyzed. By repeating this processfor every method in a program we get object usage models for every abstractobject in the program.

2.3 Minimizing Object Usage Models
Object usage models created by applying the analysis described in the pre-ceding section accurately reflect structures of methods they stem from, butthey can be at times too large to be understandable while at the same timenot containing a lot of information. This is because an object usage model in-herits states from a method, and methods can have hundreds of instructions.At the same time, the object being modeled does not participate in most ofthese instructions, and thus most transitions in an object usage model are ep-silon transitions. Consider the source code shown in Figure 2.2. The objectusage model shown in Figure 2.3 is a minimized one; the raw, unminimizedobject usage model is shown in Figure 2.4. It has over 30 states and a similarnumber of epsilon transitions.Minimizing models is necessary, but simply collapsing two states whenthere is an epsilon transition between them is too invasive. Imagine a casewhen there is a conditional event in the model (i.e., there are two statesconnected by two transitions: one of them being an epsilon transition andanother being the event transition [see Figure 2.5(a)]). The meaning of sucha structure is that the instruction to which the event corresponds is optionaland can be in some circumstances omitted; however, if we collapse those twostates, the conditional event turns into a loop, and this changes the meaningof the structure as well (see Figure 2.5(b)). Even though this particular case
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ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)

ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)

ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)

ArrayList.<init> @ (0)

Figure 2.4: Raw, unminimized OUM for the list from method in Figure 2.2.
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File.isDirectory @ (0)

File.delete @ (0)

(a) OUM before minimization

File.isDirectory @ (0)

File.delete @ (0)

(b) OUM after naïve minimization

Figure 2.5: OUM, for which minimization by merging states connected with epsilon
transitions leads to undesirable results: the language changes.

ArrayList.add @ (0)

ArrayList.add @ (0)

(a) OUM before minimization

ArrayList.add @ (0)

(b) OUM after naïve minimization

Figure 2.6: OUM, for which minimization using standard finite state automata min-
imization algorithms leads to undesirable results: the structure changes.

can be properly handled using standard finite state automata minimization al-gorithms, these are unusable for minimizing object usage models in general,because they can preserve the language of the automaton (as they would inthe example above) but cannot preserve its structure. Imagine a case whenthere is a loop in some state, and that the same state has two additional out-going transitions leading to some other state (the same for both). Let oneof those transitions be an epsilon transition, and another be the same tran-sition as the one in the loop (see Figure 2.6(a)). Now, merging the two statespreserves the language but destroys the structure (see Figure 2.6(b)). Thelanguage in both cases is e∗ where e is the event, but the structure in thefirst case is a loop followed by a conditional event, and in the second case it isonly a loop. Even if there is only an epsilon transition between two states, col-lapsing them can change the meaning of the structure; thus, we can clearlysee that a different approach is needed.
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As stated above, we need to minimize the models while preserving theirstructure. Our idea behind preserving the structure of a model is to preservethe programmer’s intentions, which are inherent in this structure. On theother hand, we do not aim at minimizing each model to the point whereit cannot be minimized further without destroying its structure. There isno clear benefit in having the smallest possible model instead of one that issimply small enough. Once again, what we want is to make it easier for ahuman to understand the model, and to do this we need models that do notconsist of mostly epsilon transitions.We have come up with three simple cases where epsilon transitions canbe removed without destroying a model’s structure. Minimizing the modelto the point where neither of those cases holds anymore has proven to beenough to get rid of most epsilon transitions and thus make models easier tounderstand (see Section 2.4 for examples of minimized object usage models).When introducing the conditions, under which epsilon transitions can beremoved, we have assumed that oum = (Q,Σ, T, q0, F,Exc) is the object usagemodel given as an input. An epsilon transition can be removed if:
• it is a loop in some state. Formally, if T(q, ε) = R for some q and q ∈ R,we can change the transition function, so that T(q, ε) = R \ {q}.
• it is a transition between two different states q1 and q2, where q1 is notthe entry state and it has no other outgoing transitions. Intuitively, theidea here is that once we reach q1 we have no other choice, but to go to
q2 without any event happening in-between. Formally, if T(q1, ε) = {q2}for some q1 6= q2 where q1 6= q0, and T(q1, σ ) = ∅ for all σ 6= ε , we canmerge q1 and q2 by replacing Q and T with Q′ and T ′, respectively, asfollows:

– Q′ = Q \ {q1}
– T ′ : Q′ × (Σ ∪ {ε})ÏP(Q′) is defined as follows:

T ′(q ′, σ ) =

R iff T(q ′, σ ) = R and q1 6∈ R,
R′ iff T(q ′, σ ) = R and q1 ∈ R and

R′ = (R \ {q1}) ∪ {q2}.
• it is a transition between two different states q1 and q2, where q2 is nota final state and it has no other ingoing transitions. Intuitively, the ideahere is that there is no other way to reach q2 than through q1, so if weever get to q2, we must have been in q1 directly before (no event couldhave happened in-between). Formally, if q2 ∈ T(q1, ε) for some q1 6= q2where q2 6∈ F , and q2 6∈ T(q, σ ) for all q, σ such that q 6= q1 or σ 6= ε , we
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Table 2.1: Projects used as case study subjects

Program Size (K SLOC) Classes Methods
Vuze 3.1.1.0 345 5,532 35,363
AspectJ 1.5.3 327 2,957 36,045
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 254 1,462 16,347
ArgoUML 0.26 187 1,897 13,824
Columba 1.4 100 1,488 8,590
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 47 344 3,401

can merge q1 and q2 by replacing Q and T with Q′ and T ′, respectively,as follows:
– Q′ = Q \ {q2}
– T ′ : Q′ × (Σ ∪ {ε})ÏP(Q′) is defined as follows:

T ′(q ′, σ ) =

R iff T(q ′, σ ) = R and q ′ 6= q1,
R′ iff T(q ′, σ ) = R and q ′ = q1 and

R′ = (R \ {q2}) ∪ T(q2, σ ).
Applying the transformations given above until a fixed point is reached,where none of those three cases apply, is enough to make object usage mod-els much smaller. Additionally, these transformations not only preserve thelanguage of a model but also preserve its structure (i.e., loops remain loopsand branchings remain branchings), which is exactly what we want. Wewould like to emphasize once again the fact that we do not claim these trans-formations produce the smallest model possible. It is possible that moretransitions can be removed and more states can be merged without destroy-ing the model’s structure; however, the transformations given above do makethe models much smaller and thus more understandable for humans.

2.4 Examples of Object Usage Models
We have implemented the data flow analysis framework and the minimizationalgorithm presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, and analyzed six open-sourceprojects with it. Table 2.1 shows the summary of the projects. For eachproject we report on the version analyzed, Java Physical Source Lines of Code(SLOC)6, and the number of classes and methods comprising the project. We

6generated using ’SLOCCount’ by David A. Wheeler
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Table 2.2: Object usage models created by analyzing case study subjects

Program OUMs created Total time (mm:ss)
Vuze 3.1.1.0 237,569 3:08
AspectJ 1.5.3 233,731 3:09
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 117,042 1:10
ArgoUML 0.26 95,463 2:10
Columba 1.4 63,981 0:30
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 54,079 1:08

have tried to analyze only those classes that truly belong to a project; forexample, we ignored third-party libraries in the Act-Rbot jar file.Our analysis created object usage models for each of the projects shown inTable 2.1. The summary of the results can be found in Table 2.2. We report onthe number of object usage models created and on the time (wall clock time,averaged over ten consecutive runs) that was needed to perform the analysison a 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4 GB of RAM. We did not do anexperimental evaluation of the models’ usefulness, but we think that objectusage models can be very helpful for programmers not knowing how to usecertain classes or having to maintain code they are not very familiar with. Tosupport this statement, we took a closer look at models extracted from oneof the projects we analyzed, namely, AspectJ. AspectJ is an aspect-orientedextension to the Java programming language. Investigating all 233,731 objectusage models that we extracted is of course impossible because of their sheernumber. Instead, we looked at a few randomly selected models. Below wepresent and explain some of those that we found particularly interesting andsmall enough to be easily understandable.Figure 2.7 shows a model of a java.util.Stack object mined from oneof the methods in AspectJ. The model tells us that the stack was first created,then elements have been pushed onto it in a loop, and finally an enumerationof all the elements was requested.7 This model illustrates well the differencebetween approaches that base model states on object states, and our approachthat bases model states on locations in the code. Although the first call to
push() is bound to change the state of the object (from empty to nonempty), itdoes not result in a state-changing transition in our model. This is because in

7An astute reader will notice that the call to elements() is depicted as a call to a methodfrom the Vector class. The reason for this is that most parts of AspectJ are compiled using Java1.1, and this results in method calls being represented as happening on an object of a class thatactually defines the method. Newer Java versions always represent method calls as happeningon an object of a class that was actually declared as the type of the target.
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Stack.<init> @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Vector.elements @ (0)

Figure 2.7: OUM for a Stack object mined from AspectJ.

Map.get @ (1)

AjTypeImpl.<init> @ (1) AjTypeImpl.<init> @ (1)

Map.put @ (1) Map.put @ (1)

Figure 2.8: OUM for a Class object mined from AspectJ.

this particular case there is no difference between the first and the subsequentcalls to push() from the programmer’s perspective. If this code were split in,say, two loops, this would be represented in the model by two loops, as well.Similarly, the call to elements() that does not change the state of the stackis depicted as a state-changing transition, because the way the stack is beingused has changed. We no longer put elements into it, but rather we extractthem.Another model is shown in Figure 2.8. This model does not contain asingle call with the object being modeled used as a target. What is moreimportant, limiting the model to only such operations (e.g., by not sticking tothe method’s abstraction level, but by going deeper until either such calls arefound, or the object is not passed anywhere else anymore) would result inan empty model. There are two reasons for this. First, Map is an interface,
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Class.isArray @ (0)

Class.getName @ (0) Class.getComponentType @ (0)

Figure 2.9: OUM for a Class object mined from AspectJ.

so all its methods are only declared and the implementation is unknown.Second, AjTypeImpl constructor only stores the class reference it gets ina field, without issuing any method calls. Our object usage model is quiteinteresting, as it encompasses operations on objects of two different classesin one entity; and it has two identical, but distinct paths. It shows how AspectJ’sinternal mapping between Java classes (objects of Class class) and AspectJtype implementations (objects of AjTypeImpl class) works. This model hasbeen mined from the method called getAjType(), which gets an AjTypeImplobject corresponding to a given Class (subsequently called c). As we cansee, the method uses a Map object to represent the mapping. It first gets themapping for the class c from the map. If the mapping is not present, a newtype implementation is created and the map is updated (the leftmost path inthe model). If the class c is present in the map, there are two possibilities:either its corresponding AjTypeImpl object is returned (the rigthmost path),or a new AjTypeImpl object is created, put in the map, and then returned(the middle path). Now, the model reveals an interesting information: thefact that c is present in the mapping does not preclude creating new typeimplementation for it—that is why there are two identical paths through themodel. Why is that so? If we take a look at the code, we will see that whatis actually being stored are weak references to type implementations, andthe code checks for their nullness. Only if a reference is null, a new typeimplementation is created.A different model of an object of class Class is shown in Figure 2.9. Wecan learn several things from it. First, arrays are represented in Java justlike classes. We know this because the first event in the model is a call to amethod that checks whether this particular Class instance represents a realclass or just an array. Second, methods getComponentType() and getName()behave differently when called on instances that represent real classes than
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StringTokenizer.<init> @ (0)

StringTokenizer.countTokens @ (0)

StringTokenizer.nextToken @ (0)

Figure 2.10: OUM for a StringTokenizer object mined from AspectJ.

when called on instances that represent arrays. We know this because onlyone of those methods is called, and the decision which one is dependent onthe result of the call to isArray()8. A quick glance at the API specification forthe Java 2 Platform Standard Edition 5.0 at the Sun Microsystems webpageconfirms these facts.There is one important lesson to be learned from the two examples above.The way objects should be used depends not only on their class but also ontheir purpose in the program. There is a deeper concept behind this, namely,that of so-called abstract types (O’Callahan and Jackson 1997; Guo et al. 2006).The idea here is that it often happens that variables having the same type areused for different purposes. For example, this is the case when using integersto represent both age and distance. Variables representing those two conceptswill have the same type, but their purpose, their real type, differs. In the firstcase this is years, and in the second case this is kilometers. This underlyingtype of a variable is called an abstract type. Two variables sharing the sametype, but having different abstract types may have the same usage patterns,but may also have completely different usage patterns. Our analysis does notpartition variables according to their abstract types but it does allow us to seedifferences in usage of objects having the same type, as in the two examplesgiven above.A related, but orthogonal concept is that of a type allowing different usagepatterns that boil down to doing the same thing. This redundancy allowsthe user to choose calls that for some reason fit him more (this can bestylistic consistency, code convention, etc.). Figures 2.10 and 2.11 illustrate
8The object usage model does not show this explicitly, but we can see that the choice of callingeither getComponentType() or getName() comes after calling isArray().
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StringTokenizer.<init> @ (0)

StringTokenizer

.hasMoreTokens @ (0)

StringTokenizer

.nextToken @ (0)

Figure 2.11: OUM for a StringTokenizer object mined from AspectJ.

this concept. Both show object usage models of StringTokenizer instancesused for the same purpose, but in different ways. Figure 2.10 shows iteratingthrough tokens by first retrieving the number of tokens available (the callto countTokens()), and then calling nextToken() multiple times. Anotherphilosophy is more akin to the way iterators are being used and is shown inFigure 2.11. Here there is a pair of calls to hasMoreToken() and nextToken()which is being called multiple times. In other words, in this setting we do nota priori know the number of tokens we will have to go through. Instead, ateach step we check if there is at least one more token we can extract.
2.5 Related Work
Our work (Wasylkowski 2007; Wasylkowski, Zeller, and Lindig 2007) has beenpreceded by works of other researchers, both in the area of specifying howthe models9 should be built to be useful, and in the area of inferring modelsfrom artifacts such as code, execution traces, etc. There are also worksthat appeared later and some that build on our discoveries presented in thischapter. An important related research direction is finding ways to checkprograms for conformity with a priori specified models with the assumptionthat deviations point to defects. There is a lot of work in these areas, and wecan show only a fraction of what is available. Additionally, sometimes a workdoes not fit into one category (e.g., if authors have introduced new ideas for

9In this section we will use the name „model” for each formalism having as its goal modelingthe way classes or objects are, or should be used. In some case these will be finite state automata,in other axiomatic expressions, etc.
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how the models should look like alongside with an inference mechanism forthem). In such a case we put the work in the subsection where we think itfits best.
2.5.1 Modeling Usage of Classes and ObjectsThe seminal work concerning modeling the way classes are supposed to beused is the work on typestates by Strom and Yemini (1986). Briefly, the ideais that values not only have type but also have state (e.g., a file can be eitheropen or closed), and we can represent operations available in each such stateusing specially crafted finite state automata, so-called typestates. See Section2.1 for a more detailed description of this approach.Yellin and Strom (1997) introduced so-called protocols. The main differ-ence between protocols and typestates is that protocols use outgoing as wellas ingoing method calls as transitions. The authors have described how thisdistinction can be used to find sets of components that fit together and to buildadapters for sets of components that do not. A similar idea with the samedistinction was presented by de Alfaro and Henzinger (2001) in their workon so-called interface automata. Later, Chakrabarti et al. (2002) introducedso-called stateless and stateful software module interfaces, with even moreexpressiveness.Allan et al. (2005) introduced tracematches. A tracematch is a patternof events combined with code that will be triggered if the execution of theprogram matches the given pattern. Tracematches can be used as a speci-fication language for expected object behavior, but also—what is impossiblewhen using typestates—for specifying expected behavior of multiple objectswhen there is interplay between them.Other authors have introduced their own ideas as well, either as modelsexternal to the program (Nierstrasz 1993), or as extensions to programminglanguages allowing as one of the possibilities the specification of how meth-ods change objects’ states (DeLine and Fähndrich 2001; Lee and Xiong 2001;DeLine and Fähndrich 2004; Bierhoff and Aldrich 2005).
2.5.2 Inferring ModelsCook and Wolf (1995, 1998) have introduced the technique they called process
discovery. Their work focused on creating a model for the behavior of asoftware development process. They create finite state automata based ontraces of the events recorded during software development. To this end theyhave applied and compared approaches based on Markov models, neuralnetworks, and grammar inference. This seminal work had a big influence
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on further model inference approaches, even though its goal was to discoversoftware development processes instead of models of program behavior.Our idea of object usage models was inspired by the idea of object pro-
cess graphs introduced by Eisenbarth, Koschke, and Vogel (2002, 2005) intheir work on static trace extraction. Object process graphs have nodeslabeled with events (most importantly method calls, reads from, and writes tovariables) and unlabeled edges. Whenever there is a call to a method definedby the program being analyzed, the callee’s object process graph is includedin the caller’s process graph as an extension of the method call node. Thismakes the analysis quite costly (over six minutes for the benchmark programwith less than 150 methods), and the object process graphs quite large (withthe average number of nodes being 209 for the benchmark program). Laterthe same idea was presented by Quante and Koschke (2007) in a dynamicsetting, where completeness of the results was sacrificed for their precisionand scalability of the analysis.Nguyen et al. (2009) presented GrouMiner, which mines so-called graph-
based object usage models (groums). Groums are directed acyclic graphsrepresenting object usage; they extend the notion of events used in our workto include control-flow structures (while-loop, if-statement), and can modelusage of multiple objects when there is interplay between them10Ammons, Bodík, and Larus (2002) have introduced the idea of mining
specifications from programs. They use dynamic analysis of C programs tocreate so-called specifications automata, where nodes are function calls, andedges represent the ordering and have weights assigned to them (the moreoften a particular ordering was observed, the more weight is assigned to theedge). Their automata are at first created from traces by a probabilistic finitestate automaton learner. Later, edges with low weights are pruned. Thisapproach is quite precise, but pruning may result in removing legitimatebehavior that was not observed because of the weakness of the test suiteused to generate the traces. Another problem is that the user is required toprovide information relating functions to objects (e.g., to specify that bind()uses the return value of socket()).Whaley, Martin, and Lam (2002) presented both static and dynamic anal-ysis techniques for inferring finite state automaton models of classes. Staticanalysis is server-side (i.e., the component to be modeled is analyzed, not itsclients). The inferred FSAs use methods’ names as states’ labels, and anony-mous transitions shown allowed ordering of method calls. One interestingthing in this work is that it proposes using multiple submodels per class,each focusing on a certain aspect of the class being modeled. In practice,each submodel focuses on a field or a set of fields of the class being mod-

10Section 3.6 contains further details on GrouMiner.
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eled. One problem of this work is that even though the models are FSAs,in reality they just represent sets of properties of the type “a call to b mayfollow after a call to a” (i.e., the actual language used is weaker than regular).Alur et al. (2005) presented an approach for synthesizing interface speci-
fications for Java classes (really slightly modified typestates) by using server-side analysis. Their approach is based on model checking and requires theuser to provide two things as an input: the initial predicate abstraction, andexceptions that, when thrown, indicate illegal usage of the class. One prob-lem is that the user needs to have some knowledge of the class already toprovide the inputs. Another is that there is an underlying assumption herethat an interaction with a class is correct if it does not cause an exception tobe thrown; however, this is too permissive, as it is possible that an incorrectinteraction leads to wrong results instead.A similar idea based on using model checking on the class definition waspresented by Henzinger, Jhala, and Majumdar (2005). Their approach createsfull interfaces (i.e., ones which are both safe and permissive); however, itsuffers from the same problems as the work described above: a user needsto provide the initial predicate abstraction and define what does it mean thata class is in an erroneous state (only in this case this does not have to be anexception). This means that even though the interfaces are guaranteed to besafe with respect to the erroneous state defined, they can in reality be toopermissive (i.e., unsafe) if the definition of the erroneous state is incorrect,or is too complicated to be applicable to model checking.Shoham et al. (2008, 2007) presented an approach for mining specifications(really typestates) from programs. They use interprocedural static analysisto find out how a client program uses a given class, and based on that knowl-edge construct a specification for that class. Their approach is quite accuratebut also time consuming: they have reported running times of less than 30minutes for their benchmarks, which were all applications with less than 5000methods11.Pradel and Gross (2009) presented a dynamic analysis technique for gen-erating specifications out of traces of program runs. Their approach buildsFSAs for sets of related object, with a FSA modeling sequences of methodcalls. This work suffers from the same problem as Whaley, Martin, andLam’s work: the language actually used is weaker than regular, with its ex-pressiveness restricted to just being able to say that one method call canfollow another method call. On the other hand, focusing on a set of relatedobjects instead of one class is a very interesting and potentially very valuableidea.

11AspectJ, which we used as our main evaluation subject, has over 36,000 methods
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Acharya et al. (2007) presented an approach for mining so-called usage

scenarios and specifications. Both are sets of partial orders between methodcalls, like “XCreateGC() is typically called before XFreeGC().” The differenceis that specifications are stronger (i.e., contain partial orders that occur moreoften compared to those in usage scenarios, and can thus be trusted more).They can be represented as graphs where nodes are method calls and edgesrepresent partial order relationships. The authors use a model checker tocreate traces related to the set of methods given as an input. One problemwith this approach is that a user must provide as a seed a set of methods thatare related and he is interested in for the approach to be useful in findingother related methods and finding the relationship between them.Dallmeier et al. (2006) introduced so-called object behavior models, whichare finite state automata with states providing the information about the stateof an object and transitions being method calls. They use return values ofso-called inspectors (pure methods with no parameters) to characterize stateof an object. This allows them to represent facts such as “Adding an elementto an empty vector (i.e., one for which isEmpty() returns true) causes it tobecome a nonempty one (i.e., one for which isEmpty() returns false)”. Theyuse dynamic analysis to produce their models, and this of course makes thequality of the results dependent on the quality of the test suite used as theanalysis input.Xie et al. developed a set of approaches constructing so-called object state
machines. Object state machines are somewhat related to typestates, buttheir states and transitions are labeled with additional information. The au-thors have used several types of information here: return values of so-calledobserver method calls (Xie and Notkin 2004a), fields’ values (Xie and Notkin2004b), and branch coverage information (Yuan and Xie 2005). Their ap-proach is based on dynamic analysis (i.e., they observe the behavior of theprogram, and construct the machines based on their observations). Thismakes object state machines very precise but also most of the time incom-plete. A related drawback is that the quality of the final results very heavilydepends on the quality of test cases used as analysis subjects.Other authors have introduced their own ideas and inference methodsas well (Lorenzoli, Mariani, and Pezzè 2006, 2008; Reiss and Renieris 2001;Mariani and Pezzè 2005; Gabel and Su 2008), including reverse engineeringof sequence diagrams (Rountev, Volgin, and Reddoch 2005; Rountev and Con-nell 2005; Systä, Koskimies, and Müller 2001), statecharts (Systä, Koskimies,and Müller 2001), live sequence charts (Lo, Maoz, and Khoo 2007), inferringalgebraic specifications (Henkel and Diwan 2003; Ghezzi, Mocci, and Monga2007), probabilistic FSAs (Lo and Khoo 2006) and using software repositoriesto mine usage rules (Williams and Hollingsworth 2005).
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There is also a body of work in the area of automatically preparing (orfinding) code examples or suggestions for the user on how to use a certainmethod, class, or sets thereof. MAPO (Xie and Pei 2006; Zhong et al. 2009)provides sample sequences of method calls given a few methods the user isinterested in. Strathcona (Holmes and Murphy 2005) uses structural infor-mation from the user’s code to find related code examples in an examplerepository. Prospector (Mandelin et al. 2005), XSnippet (Sahavechaphan andClaypool 2006), and PARSEWeb (Thummalapenta and Xie 2007) provide theuser with information on how to create an object of a given type.

2.5.3 Validating Programs against Models
Reiss (2005) developed the CHET system, which lets developers use extended
finite state automata over parametrized events to specify the way compo-nents should be used, and checks programs for conformance with thesespecifications. CHET allows a variety of different events, such as methodcalls, returns from calls, allocations, method entries, etc. Specifications writ-ten for CHET can additionally contain variables, whose values are changedwhen certain events happen. This gives a lot of flexibility and power, but theuser is required to create the automata himself.Fink et al. (2006, 2008) showed how we can verify programs for theirconformance with typestates given as input. They have used a novel stagingapproach, where there is a set of verifiers, from least accurate and fastest tomost accurate and slowest, and potential points of failure are verified with thesimplest verifier possible first. This makes the whole analysis as precise asthe analysis implemented in the best verifier, but keeps performance costs ata reasonable level. Bodden, Lam, and Hendren (2008) presented an approachfor verifying programs for their conformance with tracematches. They alsouse staged analysis. Another verification approach for tracematches was pre-sented by Naeem and Lhoták (2008). Das, Lerner, and Seigle (2002) presentedESP: a tool for checking if a program satisfies a given temporal safety prop-erty (provided as a FSA—being essentially a typestate).Dwyer and Purandare (2007) proposed combining static and dynamic
analysis to check if programs violate a given typestate. Their idea is touse static analysis first, and then do a so-called residual dynamic analysison those parts of the program, on which the static analysis was not ableto give definite results. This reduces the potentially very high cost of hav-ing to instrument the whole program with instructions checking, whether atypestate property has been violated or not. Dwyer, Kinneer, and Elbaum(2007) propose so-called adaptive online analysis, aiming at checking if pro-grams violate given “protocol FSAs” (very closely related to typestates). Their
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idea is to replace traditional “dynamic analysis produces a trace that is lateranalyzed” approach with an online (analyze the output while the programis running), adaptive (change the dynamic analysis scope depending on theanalysis results) approach.
2.6 Summary
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• We have introduced the notion of object usage models. Comparedto other means of modeling classes’ and objects’ usage, the have thefollowing advantages:

– They allow the programmer to focus on one object at a time, thusfreeing him from distraction caused by long code snippets, wherethe usage the programmer is interested in is scattered across wholemethods.
– Object usage models use a variable abstraction level—they showhow an object is being used from the perspective of a method usingit, and thus from the perspective of the programmer that wrote

the method.
• We have presented an interprocedural static analysis that creates objectusage models from program’s bytecode. We have shown that our anal-ysis scales to large programs: Analyzing Vuze (the largest program weused in our experiments, 345 K SLOC, 35,363 methods in 5532 classes)takes slightly more than three minutes and results in 237,569 objectusage models being produced.To learn more about our work on model mining and related topics, see:

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/
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Chapter 3

Patterns and Anomalies in
Object Usage

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we have shown how we can mine object usage mod-els from a program’s code. These models represent the way objects are usedin methods and are intended to capture the programmers’ intentions as well.Each abstract object has its own model, and thus there are as many modelsrepresenting usage of a particular type as there are abstract objects of thattype. For example, there are 1050 abstract objects of the java.util.Iteratortype in the AspectJ project, and each of those objects has its own model. Withthat many models for a single type, each representing a particular usage ofthat type, we can expect to find patterns recurring in those models. For ex-ample, it might be that some method is always called before another methodcan be called (like hasNext() is typically always called before next()), or thatthere are some specific initialization and/or shutdown methods that have tobe called if the object is to be kept in a consistent state (like initVerify()),and so on. And whenever there is a pattern, there can also be models that donot adhere to it and can therefore be flagged as being anomalous. Anoma-lous models can be signs of inconsistency or perhaps rarity of the usagethey represent, but they can also point us to code that is defective. It is thisautomatic defect detection possibility that we will focus on in this chapter.
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3.2 Finding an Appropriate Abstraction
To find patterns in a set of object usage models we have to choose the abstrac-tion in which we will look for those patterns. This is very important, becausedepending on the abstraction chosen different patterns can be found, andsome can be more valuable and containing more insight than others. Oneobvious but too extreme abstraction is to treat each object usage model as itsown abstraction. A pattern in this setting is just a set of identical models. Allmodels that differ are considered to be violating the pattern. This abstractionis simple to understand and easy to implement. However, it assumes thatmodels do not contain noise, and this assumption is overly simplistic. As anexample consider a set of models representing the way files are being used.It can happen that most of those models are identical (i.e. the file is firstcreated, then it is read or written from, and later it is closed). But what ifsomeone checks the size of the file as well? Is she violating the pattern in anyway? By the definition we have given above, she does; however, it is obviousthat checking the file size does not violate the pattern per se.Unfortunately, there is no single abstraction that we could call “the rightone.” The reason for this is as follows: the goal of any kind of abstractionshould be to make some models indistinguishable (i.e., abstract away fromtheir details); but how do we know if we have not abstracted away an impor-tant difference, or kept a difference that is unimportant? The answer to thisquestion depends in particular on the way the API is supposed to be used, andbecause this is something we want to learn (i.e., do not have the knowledgea priori), we cannot construct a flawless abstraction. There is a very broadspectrum of abstractions, and many of them can be shown to be useful insome way. In this chapter, we will focus on a simple abstraction based onpossible sequencing of method calls when using a class1; this will allow usto gently introduce the concept of patterns and anomalies. In Chapter 4, wewill show how these concepts can be applied to a much more sophisticatedand powerful abstraction.
3.2.1 Sequential Constraints AbstractionFor the purpose of finding patterns in object usage we can abstract eachmodel into a set of so-called sequential constraints and define a pattern asa set of such constraints. We call this abstraction the sequential constraints
abstraction. The underlying idea is as follows: Object usage models fora certain class represent the way objects of that class are used throughoutthe program. The emphasis is on method calls and their ordering. Since

1Section 3.2.2 contains some ideas on how to refine this abstraction.
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comparing models directly to find the required ordering of method calls istoo rigid, we can abstract each model into a set of constraints describing theordering of method calls represented by the model. This abstraction leadsof course to information loss but nevertheless it lets us compare sets insteadof models, and this is what makes it possible to actually find patterns. If aparticular ordering is present in sets abstracted from many (or perhaps all)models for a particular class, this ordering can be considered part of a patternthat has to be followed if objects of that class are to be used consistently oreven correctly.Before we introduce the sequential constraints abstraction formally, let usfirst define what we understand by a reachability relation of a given objectusage model:
Definition 3.1 (Reachability relation). Let oum = (Q,Σ, T, q0, F,Exc) be anobject usage model (see definition 2.2). T ′ ⊆ Q × Q is called a reachability
relation of oum iff T ′ is the transitive closure of {(q1, q2) : q1 = q2 or ∃ σ . q2 ∈
T(q1, σ )}.Intuitively, a pair of states in a specific OUM is a member of the reachabil-ity relation of that OUM iff there is a path (potentially empty) between thosetwo states. We will use this relation in the definition of sequential constraintsabstraction below:
Definition 3.2 (Sequential constraints abstraction). Let oum = (Q,Σ, T, q0, F,
Exc) be an object usage model (see definition 2.2) and T ′ ⊆ Q × Q be thereachability relation of oum (see definition 3.1). The sequential constraintsabstraction of oum is defined as sca(oum) = {σ1 ≺ σ2 : ∃q1, q2, q3, q4 . q2 ∈
T(q1, σ1) and (q2, q3) ∈ T ′ and q4 ∈ T(q3, σ2) and σ1 6= ε and σ2 6= ε}.The sequential constraints abstraction of an object usage model containsall pairs of events such that there is a path through the model with the firstevent in a pair preceding the second event in a pair (perhaps indirectly, asexpressed by the reachability relation between the states q2 and q3 in thedefinition above). This precedence relation is denoted using ≺, with σ1 ≺ σ2expressing the fact that σ1 precedes σ2.Let us illustrate the definition of a sequential constraints abstraction usingan example. Consider the object usage model of a Stack object shown inFigure 3.1. The sequential constraints abstraction of that model consists ofthe following sequential constraints:

Stack.<init> @ (0) ≺ Stack.push @ (0)
Stack.<init> @ (0) ≺ Stack.elements @ (0)
Stack.push @ (0) ≺ Stack.push @ (0)
Stack.push @ (0) ≺ Stack.elements @ (0)
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Stack.<init> @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Vector.elements @ (0)

Figure 3.1: OUM for a Stack object.

The main benefit of the sequential constraints abstraction is that it canexpress the sequencing of events that an object goes through using a simpleset of constraints. This simplicity, however, is also one of its weaknesses.Consider another object usage model of a Stack object, shown in Figure 3.2.It differs from the one in Figure 3.1 in that push() is called twice instead ofbeing called in a loop. And yet the sequential constraints abstractions of thosetwo models are identical (i.e., the models are indistinguishable under this ab-straction). In general we can say that the sequential constraints abstractiondoes not differentiate between an event occurring multiple times and oncein a loop. Despite this weakness, it allows us to find quite accurate and in-teresting patterns and their violations, whereas its simplicity makes it easy tounderstand and facilitates gentle introduction of the concept of patterns andviolations.
3.2.2 Other PossibilitiesObviously, the sequential constraints abstraction is not the only abstractionpossible. There are other possibilities that we did not try out but that remainviable alternatives worth investigating. Generally, there are two directionspossible: improving the sequential constraints abstraction, or coming up withan entirely new abstraction. In Chapter 4 we will introduce a new, much morepowerful abstraction based on temporal logic formulas. For now, though,let us concentrate on possible ways of improving the sequential constraintsabstraction:
“Must” and “succeeds” constraints. Constraints in the sequential constraintsabstraction are “may” constraints (i.e., σ1 ≺ σ2 iff σ1 may precede σ2).This means that if there is any path through the OUM where σ1 pre-
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Stack.<init> @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Stack.elements @ (0)

Figure 3.2: Hypothetical OUM for a Stack object with the same sequential con-
straints abstraction as the OUM shown in Figure 3.1.

cedes σ2, this constraint will be present in the abstraction; however, itis easy to come up with examples where an event must precede an-other event on all paths for the usage to be correct, e.g, whenever aninitialization is required before anything can be done. Adding “must”constraints could deal with this issue, but it introduces a distinction thatis currently not present and would have to be dealt with as well: for“may” constraints, stating that σ1 may precede σ2 and that σ2 may suc-ceed σ1 is equivalent, but not so for “must” constraints. The solutionwould mean differentiating between “must precede” and “must succeed”constraints.
“Precedes all” and “Precedes first” constraints. If we add the aforemen-tioned “must” constraints, we become able to differentiate between “mustprecede first” and “must precede all” constraints.2 The idea here is thatsome method has to be called just once, and then another method canbe call as many times as needed. This is the case, for example, with

List.size() and List.get() methods; once the first gets called, wecan call the second as many times as needed, because we have theability to check if the index is not outside the boundaries. But thereis also another possibility, namely, that some method must be calledbefore every call to some other method. A good example here is the
2“may precede first” and “may precede all” are do not seem as useful.
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pair Iterator.hasNext() and Iterator.next(). Similarly we could add“must succeed last” and “must succeed all” constraints. Distinguishingbetween those two possibilities might add useful information to the pat-terns and thus increase their overall accuracy and usefulness.

Contextual constraints. It would be interesting to add contextual informa-tion to constraints (e.g., “Typically Iterator.hasNext() is called insidea conditional expression of a while loop, and Iterator.next() in itsbody”). This might help detect programming constructs that are typ-ically used together with certain methods. This would, however, re-quire the object usage models to be extended as well, because currentlycontextual information is not represented by them. A more limited ex-tension to the constraints (and one that does not requiring changes toobject usage model) is just differentiating between events that happen ina loop and those that happen outside of any loop. The main challengehere would be to develop an approach for dealing with nested loops.
3.3 Detecting Whole-Program Patterns
3.3.1 General ApproachAfter abstracting object usage models into sequential constraints we can startlooking for patterns amongst those constraints. Finding patterns amongstmodels of objects of the same class gives us information about how objectsof this class are typically used; however, what we would like to learn arepatterns that also show how objects of several classes are typically used
together. To achieve this goal, we do not look for patterns amongst ob-ject usage models, but amongst methods those models stem from. In otherwords, we now abstract each method into a set of sequential constraints thathave been created from object usage models that stem from that method.An example shown in Figure 3.3 will make it clear: We start with the copymethod shown in 3.3(a). There are exactly four abstract objects used by copy(see definition 2.4): the two input objects out and in, the return value of acall to Vector.set at the end of the loop, and the return value of a call to
Vector.get near the end of the loop. Their object usage models and thosemodels’ sequential constraints abstractions are shown in Figures 3.3(b)–(d).
copy’s sequential constraints abstraction is now simply a union of those foursequential constraints abstractions, as shown in Figure 3.3(f). Formally, themethod’s sequential constraints abstraction is defined as follows:
Definition 3.3 (Method’s sequential constraints abstraction). Letm be a meth-od, Obj(m) be the set of abstract objects used by m (see definition 2.4), and
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let oum(x) be defined as an object usage model of an abstract object x. Let
oums(m) be the set of object usage models stemming from m, defined as
oums(m) = {oum(x) : x ∈ Obj(m)}. m’s sequential constraints abstractionis defined as sca(m) = ⋃

oum∈ oums(m) sca(oum).
Now we can look for sequential constraints that are common to manymethods and thus discover patterns amongst those methods. These mightturn out to be limited to objects of one class only, but we now also have theability to discover patterns encompassing several objects of different classes.The general idea we make use of is as follows: if a particular set of sequentialconstraints is common to many methods, it is a pattern shared by thosemethods. Formally, we can define a pattern in the following way:

Definition 3.4 (Pattern, support, size, closed pattern). Let m1, . . . ,mn bemethods. P is a pattern supported by s methods iff |{mi : P ⊆ sca(mi)}| = s.
s is called the support of P. |P| is called the size of P. P is a closed patterniff for all P′ ⊃ P we have |{mi : P′ ⊆ sca(mi)}| < s.

Speaking informally, a pattern is a set of sequential constraints that oc-curs in sequential constraints abstractions of a number of methods, and thesupport of a pattern is that number. The size of a pattern is the number ofsequential constraints that constitute it. A pattern is closed if adding even asingle sequential constraint to it would cause the support of the resulting pat-tern to drop (i.e., at least one of the methods that support the original patterndoes not support the new one). We will normally use the term “pattern” tomean “closed pattern”, and all exceptions will be explicitly stated.To detect patterns as defined above we use formal concept analysis (Gan-ter and Wille 1999). Formal concept analysis takes as an input a set of concep-tual objects, a set of conceptual properties, and a cross table representing anassociation between conceptual objects and conceptual properties that holdfor those objects. The idea is to find sets of conceptual properties that arecommon to a number of conceptual objects. If we take methods to be con-ceptual objects and sequential constraints to be conceptual properties, thisboils down to finding patterns as defined by us above.Figure 3.4 shows a sample cross table with conceptual objects representedby rows and conceptual properties represented by columns. Generally speak-ing, discovering all patterns in such a setting is equivalent to discoveringall filled rectangles in the cross table. (Not every rectangle needs to becontiguous—it is enough if there is a transposition of columns and rowsin the cross table such that the rectangle becomes contiguous). Each filledrectangle corresponds to a pattern (not necessarily closed; this depends onthe rectangle itself), where the rectangle’s columns are the properties that
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static void copy (List out, List in, int from, int to) {

for (int index = from; index < to; index++) {
if (index >= out.size ()) {

return;
}
out.set (index, in.get (index));

}
}

(a) Sample input method copy.

List.size @ (0) List.set @ (0)

List.size @ (0) ≺ List.set @ (0)
List.size @ (0) ≺ List.size @ (0)
List.set @ (0) ≺ List.size @ (0)
List.set @ (0) ≺ List.set @ (0)

(b) Object usage model for out and its sequential constraints abstraction.

List.get @ (0) List.get @ (0) ≺ List.get @ (0)

(c) Object usage model for in and its sequential constraints abstraction.

RETVAL: List.set (sequential constraints abstraction empty)

(d) Object usage model for the return value of Vector.set with its (empty) sequential constraints
abstraction.

Figure 3.3: Creating method’s sequential constraints abstraction. (Continued on
next page.)
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RETVAL: List.get

List.set @ (2)

RETVAL: List.get ≺ List.set @ (2)

(e) Object usage model for the return value of Vector.get and its sequential constraints abstraction.

List.get @ (0) ≺ List.get @ (0)
List.size @ (0) ≺ List.set @ (0)
List.size @ (0) ≺ List.size @ (0)
List.set @ (0) ≺ List.size @ (0)
List.set @ (0) ≺ List.set @ (0)
RETVAL: List.get ≺ List.set @ (2)

(f ) Sequential constraints abstraction of the copy method.

Figure 3.3: Creating method’s sequential constraints abstraction. (Continued.)

form the pattern, and its rows are objects that support the pattern (see Fig-ure 3.4). The support of the pattern shown in the Figure 3.4 is 4 (becausethere are four conceptual objects that exhibit this pattern), and the size of thepattern is 2 (because the pattern consists of two conceptual properties). Wewill not go into more detail on formal concept analysis here; the reader canfind additional information elsewhere (Lindig 2007).
3.3.2 Fine-tuning the Approach

The number and size of patterns that will be discovered can be influenced byadjusting two input parameters of formal concept analysis: minimum sizeand minimum support. Minimum size specifies the minimum number ofconceptual properties (in our case—sequential constraints) that a pattern mustconsist of if it is to be reported to the user. In our case this parameter is bestset to 1, so that we find patterns of all possible sizes. The reason for this isthat even if a pattern consists of just one sequential constraint, it representsa relationship between two events, and any such relationship might be ofinterest.
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Figure 3.4: Sample cross table input to a formal concept analysis. The (noncon-
tiguous) rectangle in the cross table represents a sample pattern (Lindig 2007).

Minimum support specifies the minimum number of conceptual objects(in our case—methods) that must exhibit a pattern if it is to be reported tothe user. Finding the optimal value of minimum support to use is difficult, ifat all possible. The problem here is that judging a pattern’s usefulness by thenumber of times it occurs is misleading. There can be very important, strong,and useful patterns that occur very rarely simply because they pertain to avery specific event that does not occur very often. Unfortunately, we cannotsimply set the minimum support to 1, as we do with minimum size, becausethere would be too many useless patterns in the results. We do not have agood solution to this problem, and we have arbitrarily decided to use 20 asthe minimum support value in our experiments. We will later show that thisnumber is good enough for our purposes (i.e., detecting methods that violateone or more patterns in the hope that these are defective; see Section 3.4.3).On the other hand, there exist events that happen almost everywhere(such as calls to StringBuffer.toString ()), yet patterns these frequent oc-currences yield are useless from a practical point of view. The phenomenonhere is that those patterns come to be not because this is the way those APIsare supposed to be used. Instead, these patterns are due to the scale effect:these APIs are used so often that almost every possible combination of se-quential constraints related to them has a large chance of occurring oftenenough to become a pattern. One idea to deal with fake patterns related totoo frequently occurring events is to simply ignore such events when calcu-lating the sequential constraints abstraction. We can identify too frequentlyoccurring events by calculating how often (i.e., in how many object usage
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Table 3.1: Patterns found in the case study subjects.

Program Sequential constraints Patterns Time (mm:ss)
Vuze 3.1.1.0 178,034 2,887 0:19
AspectJ 1.5.3 290,041 583 0:18
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 89,793 98 0:09
ArgoUML 0.26 133,575 387 0:10
Columba 1.4 58,936 245 0:06
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 27,557 56 0:05

models) each event occurs and finding the outliers. Unfortunately, just as inthe case of minimum support, there exist events that occur frequently, butalways (or most of the time) follow the same usage pattern. During pre-liminary experiments we have noticed that there are three Java classes thatcontain mostly methods of the kind described above: StringBuffer, String,and StringBuilder. Intuitively, the reason for this is that these classes arenot really stateful (i.e., they act more like data containers that can be ac-cessed any time in any way). It seems very likely that it is this characteristicthat separates classes that do have object usage patterns from those that donot. Unfortunately, finding such classes automatically is a problem, if onlybecause we need a precise definition of what we are looking for. We havedecided to simply ignore all the events related to one of the three classesmentioned above. Better solutions are definitely possible, but we will leavethem as potential future extensions of this work.
3.3.3 Case StudyWe have implemented the approach described above and applied it to theprojects listed in Table 2.1. As a formal concept analysis tool, we have usedColibri/Java (Götzmann 2007). Table 3.1 lists all the projects and the resultsobtained for them: number of distinct sequential constraints found, number ofpatterns found, and the time (wall clock time, averaged over ten consecutiveruns) that was needed to perform the analysis on a 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2Duo machine with 4 GB of RAM.Detecting patterns is fast, with less than half a minute needed per project.The number of patterns found varies from relatively few (e.g., 56 for Act-Rbot)to quite many relative to the size of the project (e.g., 2887 for Vuze comparedto 583 for AspectJ). As we will see later (see Section 3.4.3), the less patternsfound, the better—at least when it comes to defect detection capabilities. Theintuitive explanation of this fact is that the less different patterns, the more
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Iterator.next @ (0)

Iterator.hasNext @ (0)

Figure 3.5: The “iterator” pattern found in all projects from Table 3.1.

homogenous the project, and the bigger the probability that any deviationfrom a pattern is a real defect as opposed to just being an irregularity.Let us now introduce a graphical representation of patterns and then takea look at some of the patterns found. Patterns are sets of sequential con-straints (cf. definition 3.4), but representing them in this way makes themdifficult to understand. Instead, we will use a graphical representation thatwill make the data flow represented by the pattern easier to follow. Con-sider a pattern P = c1, . . . , cn with each ci being a sequential constraint
σi1 ≺ σi2. We will represent a pattern as a directed graph G = (V,E),where V = {σ : ∃ i, σ ′ . ci ∈ P and (ci = σ ≺ σ ′ or ci = σ ′ ≺ σ )} and
E = {(σa, σb) : (σa ≺ σb) ∈ P}. Let us consider the following pattern:

Iterator.hasNext @ (0) ≺ Iterator.hasNext @ (0)
Iterator.hasNext @ (0) ≺ Iterator.next @ (0)
Iterator.next @ (0) ≺ Iterator.hasNext @ (0)
Iterator.next @ (0) ≺ Iterator.next @ (0)

If we assume σ1 = Iterator.hasNext @ (0) and σ2 = Iterator.next @ (0),then this pattern can be represented as a directed graph G = (V,E), where
V = {σ1, σ2} and E = {(σ1, σ1), (σ1, σ2), (σ2, σ1), (σ2, σ2)}. This graph (with fullnames of nodes instead of symbols) is shown in Figure 3.5. The pattern itrepresents can be found in all projects listed in Table 3.1 and it occurs veryfrequently. Its support (see definition 3.4) ranges from 176 for Act-Rbot to 876for ArgoUML. This pattern illustrates the most common way to use iterators,namely combining calls to hasNext() with calls to next(). It also shows oneof the weaknesses of the sequential constraints abstraction: information aboutthe alternating character of these calls is lost.Figure 3.6 shows one of the patterns found in Vuze. This pattern (withsupport of 77) illustrates how instances of the DERSequence class are cre-ated. One of the constructors of DERSequence takes as a parameter an objectof type DEREncodableVector, and a call to exactly this constructor is part
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DERSequence.<init> @ (1)

ASN1EncodableVector.<init> @ (0)

ASN1EncodableVector.add @ (0)

Figure 3.6: Pattern from Vuze illustrating how instances of the DERSequence class
are created.

of the pattern. However, the pattern shows that it is an instance of the
ASN1EncodableVector that is passed to the constructor instead. A quick lookat the source code of DEREncodableVector explains everything: There is acomment stating that this class has been superseded by the ASN1Encodable-
Vector class, and thus the latter should be used in preference to the former.Figure 3.7 shows a pattern with support 52 found in Act-Rbot. This pat-tern illustrates how some parts of the database API (executing a query andaccessing its results) are intended to be used. As can be seen, the pattern isvery complicated, but we can simplify it a little bit by discarding events thatrepresent method calls ending in an exception being thrown. The remainingpart of the pattern is shown in Figure 3.8. This pattern consists of four clearlyseparated “subpatterns”3:
• The connection that is used to create the statement to be executed (viathe call to createStatement() of the Connection class) must be freedby passing it as the second parameter to the freeConnection() methodof the DBConnectionManager class.
• The DBConnectionManager class is a singleton, and we can get its in-stance by calling the static method getInstance() on it.
• After creating the statement to be executed (via the call to createState-
ment()), we execute it (by calling executeQuery() on it), and must closeit afterwards (by calling close() on it).

3We use the term informally here. We treat each connected component of the graphicalrepresentation of a pattern as a subpattern.
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Figure 3.7: Pattern from Act-Rbot illustrating database API usage.
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Figure 3.8: Part of the pattern shown in Figure 3.7, illustrating database API
usage. Events representing method calls that end in an exception being thrown
were removed to make the pattern more comprehensible.
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ArrayList.<init> @ (0)

ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)

ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)

ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)

Figure 3.9: Pattern from AspectJ illustrating how property lists are constructed.

• The call to executeQuery() returns an instance of the ResultSet class.We can iterate through the rows returned by repeatedly calling next()on the result set. After extracting the results we must close the resultset (via the call to close() on it).
As we can see, this pattern is very informative and contains a lot of informa-tion on the interplay between different classes and their methods.Figure 3.9 shows a pattern from AspectJ illustrating how property lists arecreated. This pattern’s support is 71. Incidentally, the Java method shown inFigure 2.2 is an example of code that adheres to this pattern.All the patterns were mined using 20 as minimum support, 1 as mini-mum size, and with filtering of events related to StringBuffer, String, and
StringBuilder turned on (cf. Section 3.3.2). We will use these settings through-out this dissertation, but before we proceed further, let us take a look at howthe number of patterns changes if we change those values. Figure 3.10 showsthe influence of the minimum support on the number of patterns found in As-pectJ. Minimum size was fixed at its default value—1, and filtering was turnedon as well. We can see that the number of patterns decreases exponentiallywith the increase in the minimum support value. Overall, a minimum sup-port of 10 results in 2324, and a minimum support of 30 in 290 patterns beingfound. Figure 3.11 shows the influence of minimum size on the number ofpatterns found in AspectJ. Minimum support was fixed at its default value—20,
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Figure 3.10: Influence of minimum support on the number of patterns found in
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and filtering was turned on as well. Again, the number of patterns decreasesexponentially with the increase in the minimum size value, but this time theeffect is much more pronounced. Overall, a minimum size of 1 (the defaultvalue) results in 583, and a minimum size of 20 in 33 patterns being found.When it comes to filtering, after turning it off (with minimum support andminimum size fixed at their default values) the number of patterns found inAspectJ goes up to 1906, which is a more than threefold increase.
3.4 Detecting Anomalous Methods
3.4.1 Anomalies as Missing FunctionalityHaving found patterns, we can now turn to the task we wanted to focuson from the very beginning: detecting methods that violate one or morepatterns. Our hope here is that these methods will be defective and thatthe violations they exhibit will pinpoint the problem. More precisely, oursequential constraints abstraction abstracts each method in the program intoa set of sequential constraints (cf. definition 3.3), and a pattern is a set ofsequential constraints that are common to a number of methods. Now, givena pattern, we may ask the following question: which methods violate this
pattern? Of course we must assume that there is something that the patternand the method have in common (i.e., there must be sequential constraintsthat are present both in the pattern and in the method’s sequential constraintsabstraction). Otherwise there is no violation, but just a plain disjunction.Hence, a violation of a pattern occurs when there are sequential constraintsthat are common both to the pattern and the violating method, and there arealso constraints that are present in the pattern, but not in the method:
Definition 3.5 (Violation, deviation, deviation level). Let m be a method and
P be a pattern. Let sca(m) be m’s sequential constraints abstraction (seedefinition 3.3). m violates P iff P ∩ sca(m) 6= ∅, and there exists p ∈ P suchthat p 6∈ sca(m). D(P,m) = P \ sca(m) is the deviation of the violation.
|D(P,m)| is the deviation level of the violation.Consider the replaceName() method shown in Figure 3.12. Its sequentialconstraints abstraction looks as follows:
ASTNode.changeName @ (0) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (0)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (0) ≺ ASTNode.changeName @ (0)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (0) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (0)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (1) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (1)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (1) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (2)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (2) ≺ ASTNode.changeName @ (1)
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public void replaceName (ASTNode root, ASTNode old, ASTNode new) {

root.preReplaceChild (old, new, NAME_PROPERTY);
root.changeName (new);
root.postReplaceChild (old, old, NAME_PROPERTY);

}

Figure 3.12: Sample source code using pre- and postReplaceChild() methods
in a way that violates a pattern.

Now consider the following pattern Ppre_post :
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (0) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (0)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (1) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (1)
ASTNode.preReplaceChild @ (2) ≺ ASTNode.postReplaceChild @ (2)Let us represent the three sequential constraints that constitute Ppre_post as

σ1, σ2, σ3, respectively (so Ppre_post = {σ1, σ2, σ3}). The replaceName()methodviolates the pattern Ppre_post , because Ppre_post ∩ sca(replaceName()) = {σ1, σ2}
6= ∅, and there exists p = σ3 ∈ Ppre_post such that p 6∈ sca(replaceName()).The deviation of this violation is D(Ppre_post , replaceName()) = Ppre_post \
sca(replaceName()) = {σ3}. Since this set has one element, the deviation
level of this violation is 1.The definition we have just given allows us not only to identify violationsbut also gives us a way to calculate the deviation level of a violation whichis a measure of how strongly a method deviates from a pattern. There isalso another important property, which we have not mentioned yet: it is the
confidence of the deviation. As its name implies, it is supposed to give us ameasure of confidence in that the deviation is a real anomaly and a potentialdefect, and not a harmless difference:
Definition 3.6 (Confidence). Let m1, . . . ,mn be methods and P be a patternsupported by s methods. Let mi violate P and D(P,mi) be the deviation of theviolation. Let nv = |{mj : D(P,mj ) = D(P,mi)}| be the number of methodsthat violate the same pattern in the same way. s/(s+nv) is the confidence ofthe deviation D(P,mi).Consider again the pattern Ppre_post shown above. If the support of Ppre_postis 133 (i.e., there are 133 methods that adhere to it), and there are seven meth-ods, m1, . . . ,m7, for which D(Ppre_post ,mi) = D(Ppre_post , replaceName()) (i.e.,those seven methods violate Ppre_post in the same way as the replaceName()method shown in Figure 3.124), then the confidence of the deviationD(Ppre_post ,
replaceName()) is equal to 133/(133 + 7) = 133/140 = 0.95.

4replaceName() is one of them, so there must be 6 other methods with the same violation.
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Figure 3.13: Sample cross table input to a formal concept analysis. The two (non-
contiguous) rectangles in the cross table represent a violation (Lindig 2007).

Confidence of a deviation tells us how often the pattern is adhered to rel-ative to how often it is being violated in the same way. This extends straight-forwardly to violations as well, giving us the notion of a confidence of aviolation. Confidence and deviation level give us some quantitative data abouteach violation.To detect violations as we have defined them, we can use the results re-turned by concept analysis. The idea, first presented by Lindig (2007), is asfollows: if we have two closed patterns P1 and P2, with P1 being a propersubset of P2, the support of P1 must be strictly greater than support of P2(otherwise P1 is not closed; cf. definition 3.4). This means that there are meth-ods that adhere to P1 but do not adhere to P2. In other words, propertiesfrom the set P1 are present in those methods’ sequential constraints abstrac-tions, but those from the set P2 \ P1 are not. According to the definition ofa violation given above (definition 3.5), these methods violate the pattern P2.Similarly we can show that if a set of methods violates a pattern P2, theremust exist a pattern P1 ⊂ P2 such that only those methods adhere to it.Consider the cross table shown in Figure 3.13. There are two patternsmarked as rectangles in this cross table, with one pattern being a propersubset of another. These two patterns induce the violation shown in theFigure. The deviation level of this violation is 1. This is because there isonly one conceptual property that is present in one pattern, but not the other.The confidence of the violation is 0.75. This is because the pattern beingviolated (the one with the bigger size [i.e., wider] and the smaller support[i.e., smaller]) is supported by three objects, and there is only one conceptualobject violating this pattern. Therefore, the confidence of the violation is3/(3 + 1) = 0.75. We will not go into more detail here, the reader can consultthe work by Lindig (2007) for a thorough discussion of this topic.
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3.4.2 Ranking violationsThe procedure described above can lead to quite a lot of violations beingfound, not all of them being worthy of investigation. The reason for thisis that it is based on purely statistical reasoning: anomalous behavior is
likely to be erroneous behavior (Engler et al. 2001). But it can also happenthat anomalous behavior is just that: a harmless anomaly. To mitigate thisproblem, we rank violations in the hope that the ones that point to erroneousbehavior will be placed higher than the ones that are harmless.To rank violations, we treat them as so-called “association rules”. Origi-nally this term was introduced by Agrawal, Imieliński, and Swami (1993) ina work on analyzing market-basket data. Agrawal, Imieliński, and Swami’sidea was to find rules of the form X Ñ y, where X is a set of items and i isan item. The meaning of the rule is “clients that buy items from the set Xtypically also buy an item y”. The word “typically” is used to represent a modi-fiable threshold (typically confidence) that is used for mining such associationrules. The original definition of an association rule by Agrawal, Imieliński,and Swami is as follows:“Let I = I1, I2, . . . , Im be a set of binary attributes, called items. Let

T be a database of transactions. Each transaction t is representedas a binary vector, with t[k] = 1 if t bought the item Ik , and t[k] = 0otherwise. There is one tuple in the database for each transaction.Let X be a set of some items in I. We say that a transaction t
satisfies X if for all items Ik in X, t[k] = 1.By an association rule, we mean an implication of the form X Ñ Ij ,where X is a set of some items in I, and Ij is a single item in Ithat is not present in X.”We can easily notice a very close similarity between the definition of anassociation rule above and our definition of a violation (definition 3.5). Theonly important difference is that Agrawal, Imieliński, and Swami—to use theterminology used in this dissertation—only allow a deviation level of 1. Itis therefore only natural to treat violations as “extended” association rules

X Ñ Y , where both X and Y are sets. Let us give the precise definition forthis “translation”:
Definition 3.7 (Violation’s association rule). Let m be a method and P be apattern. Further, let us assume a violation of P in m, and let D(P,m) be thedeviation of this violation. The violation’s association rule is X Ñ Y , where
X = P \D(P,m) and Y = D(P,m).We can now treat every violation as its association rule, as defined above.Also, it is easy to show that an association rule uniquely defines a violation.
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This allows us to approach our problem (ranking violations) from a slightlydifferent viewpoint: instead of ranking violations, we can rank their associ-ation rules. One effective method of ranking was proposed by Brin et al.(1997): using so-called conviction measure. Original definition of convictionby Brin et al. is as follows: conviction(X Ñ Y ) = P(X)P(¬Y )/P(X,¬Y ), where
P(X) is the probability of X occurring. Conviction measures the deviation of
X ∧¬Y from independence (i.e., how much more often would the pattern beviolated if X and Y were independent; note that, logically, X Ñ Y is equiv-alent to ¬(X ∧ ¬Y )). The original formula can be alternatively expressed as
conviction(X Ñ Y ) = (n − sY )/(n ∗ (1 − cXY )), where sY is the support of theset Y , cXY is the confidence of the violation, and n is the normalization factor(for sequential constraints abstraction: the number of methods in the pro-gram being analyzed). We rank all violations according to their convictionmeasures such that the user can focus on the top-ranked violations insteadof investigating all of them.After ranking, we filter away all violations with conviction values ≤ 1.25.This threshold is quite arbitrary, but the same value was used by Brin et al..Next, we remove violations that look like other, higher-ranked, violations. Wefollow here again the approach of Brin et al.: Let X1 Ñ Y and X2 Ñ Y beviolations’ association rules with X1 ⊂ X2. If conviction value of X1 Ñ B is atleast as high as conviction value of X2 Ñ B, the latter will be removed. Thisstep compares all pairs of violations, independent of the method that exhibitsthe violation. Therefore, it can happen that a violation exhibited by method
m1 will get filtered away because another method, m2 exhibits a similar (inthe sense of the description above), but higher-ranked violation. This can leadto defect-uncovering violations being removed, and we have indeed observedthat such things happen. However, most of the time the removed violationsare either duplicates (if the methods are the same) or false positives (if theyare different). In cases where true positives are filtered away, most of the timethe higher-ranked violation (that was kept) turns out to be a true positive aswell—so fixing the problem and then rerunning the analysis uncovers thenext-ranked violation. In any case, we feel that missing a few true positivesis a small price to pay for a significantly higher true positives rate.
3.4.3 Experimental resultsWe have implemented the procedure described above in a tool called JADET5and run it on all the projects shown in Table 2.1. Summary of the results canbe found in Table 3.2. For each project we report on the total number ofviolations found and on the time (wall clock time, averaged over ten con-

5Java Anomaly DETector
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Table 3.2: Violations found in the case study subjects.

Program Violations Time (mm:ss)
Vuze 3.1.1.0 890 0:33
AspectJ 1.5.3 163 0:20
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 16 0:09
ArgoUML 0.26 128 0:11
Columba 1.4 113 0:07
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 11 0:05

secutive runs) that was needed to perform the analysis on a 2.53 GHz IntelCore 2 Duo machine with 4 GB of RAM. As we can see, there is a large dif-ference between the number of violations found in different projects, evenfor projects that are of similar size (like Apache Tomcat and ArgoUML, cf.Table 2.1). Ideally we would investigate every single violation found in eachproject and classify it to find out how many of those are true positives (moreon that below). While for Apache Tomcat and Act-Rbot it is entirely possibleto investigate all the violations, for Vuze 3.1.1.0 the number of violations foundis so large that this would be a time-consuming and mundane task. There-fore, we have investigated 10 top-ranked and 10% top-ranked violations foreach project and classified them into three categories:
Defects. This category is self-explanatory, but there is one important pointwe want to make here. It sometimes happens that there is a method thatviolates the contract of its base class, but the application itself does notfail because of this. One example is if a comment in the base class statesthat a particular method accepts null values passed as a parameter, butthe implementation of that method in the derived class does not. If thismethod is public, we still mark it as defective, because someone maycause it to fail by following the contract of the base class. Example of acode classified as a defect can be found in Figure 3.14.
Code smells. This category contains all violations that are not defects, butthe violating methods have properties indicating that something may gowrong (Fowler 1999) or they might be improved in a way that improvesreadability, maintainability or performance of the program. An examplemight be a method that uses a for loop to iterate through a collectionand breaks unconditionally out of the first iteration. If the collection canhave at most one element, this code will work, but it cannot be treatedas fully correct (See Figure 3.15).
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public void execute (..., List args)
{

if (args.isEmpty())
{

...
return;

}
...
String arg = (String)args.remove(0);
if (args.isEmpty() && "list".equalsIgnoreCase(arg))
{

...
return;

}
File path = new File ((String)args.get(0));
...

}

Figure 3.14: A Vuze defect found by JADET. If the args list con-
tains just one element, different than “list”, this method will throw an
IndexOutOfBoundsException.

public String getRetentionPolicy () {
...
for (Iterator it = ...; it.hasNext();) {

... = it.next ();

...
return retentionPolicy;

}
...

}

Figure 3.15: Example of a code smell, coming from AspectJ. The loop body is
executed at most once—but this is not a defect, since the collection iterated
through can have at most one element.
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Table 3.3: Classification results for top 10 violations in each project. “CSs” stands
for the number of code smells. “FPs” stands for the number of false positives.

Program Classified Defects CSs FPs Effectiveness
Vuze 3.1.1.0 10 1 4 5 50%
AspectJ 1.5.3 10 1 2 7 30%
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 10 0 4 6 40%
ArgoUML 0.26 10 0 5 5 50%
Columba 1.4 10 2 4 4 60%
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 10 1 4 5 50%
Overall 60 5 23 32 47%

Table 3.4: Classification results for top 10% violations in each project. “CSs” stands
for the number of code smells. “FPs” stands for the number of false positives.

Program Classified Defects CSs FPs Effectiveness
Vuze 3.1.1.0 89 1 17 71 20%
AspectJ 1.5.3 16 1 4 11 31%
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 1 0 0 1 0%
ArgoUML 0.26 12 0 6 6 50%
Columba 1.4 12 2 4 6 50%
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 1 1 0 0 100%
Overall 131 5 31 95 27%

False positives. This category contains all violations that are neither defectsnor code smells.The results of this classification can be found in Tables 3.3 (for 10 top-rankedviolations in each project) and 3.4 (for 10% top-ranked violations in eachproject). For each project we report on the number of violations that wereclassified6, the number of defects, code smells (CSs), false positives (FPs), andthe effectiveness (i.e., the percentage of violations that were defects or codesmells). We also report on the overall effectiveness.We can see at a glance that, overall, investigating top 10 violations is muchmore efficient than investigating top 10% violations. Not only is the overalleffectiveness for top 10 violations higher (47% vs. 27%), but the increase in
6In Table 3.4 this is sometimes more than exactly 10%. The reason for this is that someviolations have the same ranking (i.e., the same conviction value), so we had to include all suchequally-ranked violations.
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public void visitCALOAD(CALOAD o){

Type arrayref = stack().peek(1);
Type index = stack().peek(0);

indexOfInt(o, index);
arrayrefOfArrayType(o, arrayref);

}

Figure 3.16: The defect found by JADET in AspectJ. This method verifies a CALOAD
bytecode instruction, but misses one check: if the array contains elements of type
char.

the number of defects and code smells found is much smaller than the in-crease in the number of violations that had to be classified (only 8 additionaltrue positives for 81 additionally classified violations), so we get diminishingreturns on our investigations. This is actually a good thing, because it sug-gests that our ranking system is effective in placing true positives high in theranking. Let us now take a look at some of the violations we have classified.Figure 3.14, presented earlier as an example of a defect, shows a skeletonof the defect found in Vuze. This code is responsible for parsing a com-mand line, and args is a list of arguments. The method is full of checksfor errors and special cases to make sure that a helpful error message canbe shown if needed. However, if the arguments list contains just one argu-ment, and this argument is different than “list”, then the method will throwan IndexOutOfBoundsException. This special case was overlooked by theprogrammers.Figure 3.16 shows the defect found in AspectJ. The task of the visitCALOADmethod is to verify a CALOAD bytecode instruction. This instruction is part ofthe family of array loading instructions (AALOAD, BALOAD, CALOAD, etc.)7, each ofwhich takes an array and an index from the stack and pushes back the valuecontained in the array under the given index. These instructions all differ bythe expected type of the elements in the array; for CALOAD, for instance, this is
char. In order for the instruction to be legal, two conditions must be satisfied:The first element on the stack must be an array of appropriate type and thesecond element on the stack must be an integer. The visitCALOAD methodchecks the second condition and the first half of the first condition (i.e., itchecks whether the first element on the stack is an array), but it does notcheck the second half of the first condition—if the array is of an appropriatetype. This makes the visitCALOAD method positively verify illegal CALOAD

7Details can be found in the Java VM specification (Lindholm and Yellin 1999).
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public JStatusBar() {

...
JPanel rightPanel = new JPanel();
rightPanel.setOpaque(false);
rightPanel.add(resizeIconLabel, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
...

}

Figure 3.17: One of the defects found by JADET in Columba. The panel uses the
default flow layout, but an element is added to it with a border layout constraint.

instructions. This defect was found by JADET, because JADET found out thatthe visitCALOADmethod misses the call to constraintsViolated()—and it isthis call that would have to be issued if the method discovered that the arrayis not of the correct type.Figure 3.17 shows one of the defects found in Columba. The panel
rightPanel is created using a default constructor, which amounts to it us-ing the default layout (so-called “flow layout”) for laying out components thatwill be added to it. However, a component is added to the panel with a layoutconstraint applicable to border layout only (BorderLayout.SOUTH). This codeis defective, and the only reason it does not crash is because flow layout ig-nores all constraints: the way it lays out components cannot be parametrized.JADET found this defect because, as a rule, if a panel is created using the de-fault constructor, and the two-parameter version of the add() method is used(i.e., the one that takes a layout constraint as the second parameter), thenthere should be a call to setLayout() somewhere in-between, which is notthe case here.The second defect found in Columba is shown in Figure 3.18. The panel
mainPanel is created using the constructor that takes the layout as a param-eter. However, later the layout is set again (via the call to setLayout()), andthe layout used in this call is different than the one used in the constructorcall. This code works, but it is clearly wrong, in addition to being misleading.JADET found this defect because of the same rule as in the last case, albeitviolated in a different way: if a two-parameter version of the add() methodis used (i.e., the one that takes a layout constraint as the second parameter),and there is a call to setLayout(), then the constructor should be the defaultone (i.e., without a layout specified).Figure 3.19 shows the defect found in Act-Rbot. This code looks fine atfirst glance. However, it turns out that the loop will terminate during the firstiteration with the NullPointerException being thrown. The reason for thisis that the weakest link is initialized to be null, and in the first iteration ofthe loop getActivation() gets called on it. This defect was found by JADET
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private void layoutComponents() {
...
JPanel mainPanel = new JPanel(new BorderLayout());
...
FormLayout layout = ...;

CellConstraints cc = new CellConstraints();
mainPanel.setLayout(layout);

mainPanel.add(createGroupNamePanel(), cc.xy(1, 1));
...

}

Figure 3.18: Another one of the defects found by JADET in Columba. The panel
gets its layout set twice, and to a different one at that.

public Link getWeakestLink() {
Link weakestLink = null;
for (Link link : links) {

weakestLink = (weakestLink.getActivation() >
link.getActivation() ? link : weakestLink);

}
return weakestLink;

}

Figure 3.19: The defect found by JADET in Act-Rbot. The loop will terminate during
the first iteration with the NullPointerException being thrown.
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private List<String> buildOptions() {

Object asc = ...;
...

// Get the ends from the association ...

Iterator iter = Model.getFacade().getConnections(asc).iterator();

Object ae0 = iter.next();
Object ae1 = iter.next();

Object cls0 = Model.getFacade().getType(ae0);
Object cls1 = Model.getFacade().getType(ae1);
...
if (...) {

start = Model.getFacade().getName(cls0);
}
if (...) {

end = Model.getFacade().getName(cls1);
}
...

}

Figure 3.20: One of the code smells found by JADET in ArgoUML.

because the iterator created implicitly by the for loop is used to retrieve justthe first element and this happens very rarely (typically, iterators are usedjust for that: iterating through multiple elements).As a last example, consider the code smell found in ArgoUML (shown inFigure 3.20). Part of what the buildOptions()method does is getting the twoends from the association (cf. the comment in the method). As each associa-tion is directional, the two ends are not equivalent; there is a clear distinctionbetween a “start” and “end” end, and this distinction is made by the methodas well (cf. the variables start and end). However, the getConnections()method returns a collection, and collections in Java do not guarantee any
iteration order. Normally this means that the code that depends on suchorder—like the one shown in Figure 3.20—is buggy. Why did we mark itas a code smell only, then? Because the getConnections() method is only
declared as returning a collection. Its implementation actually returns a list,so the code shown works fine. This is an example of a very badly designedinterface, because users of the API make use of assumptions that are notexported by the API, but are true by virtue of the implementation.
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Figure 3.21: Influence of minimum support on the effectiveness of JADET for AspectJ
(other parameters fixed at their default values).

Sensitivity Analysis

The results presented above prove that our approach is effective in findingdefects and code smells in software fully automatically: by learning patternsand looking for where they are violated. However, it is possible that we mightget much better or much worse results by small changes to parameters suchas minimum support or the number of violations investigated. We have there-fore investigated the influence of small changes to minimum support, mini-mum confidence, and the number of classified violations on the effectivenessof JADET on AspectJ. While manipulating one parameter, we kept all others attheir default values (when it comes to the number of classified violations, weused 10% as the default value). Results of these investigations can be foundin Figures 3.21, 3.22, and 3.23, respectively.We can see that effectiveness is slightly sensitive to small changes to min-imum support; less so for small changes to minimum confidence. We canalso see that our choice of these two parameters was not the best possible(for AspectJ; for other projects things might look differently). This suggeststhat the JADET’s effectiveness can be improved by choosing better parame-ters’ values. When it comes to sensitivity of effectiveness to the number ofviolations classified, the picture looks roughly like we want it: as the num-ber of classified violations goes up, effectiveness drops. This means that ourranking method is effective in giving true positives higher ranking.
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Figure 3.22: Influence of minimum confidence on the effectiveness of JADET for
AspectJ (other parameters fixed at their default values).
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Figure 3.23: Influence of the number of violations classified on the effectiveness of
JADET for AspectJ (other parameters fixed at their default values).
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static int dcc_listen_init(struct DCC *dcc, sess *sess) {

socklen_t len;
dcc->sok = socket(AF_INET, S_STREAM, 0);
if (send_port > 0) {

i = 0;
while (ls_port > ntohs(SAdr.sin_port) && br == -1) {

i++;
bind(dcc->sok, &SAdr, sizeof(SAdr)));

}
setsockopt(dcc->sok, SOL_SOCKET, SO_REUSE_ADDRESS,

(char *)&len, sizeof(len));
}
listen(dcc->sok, 1);
upnp_add_redir(inet_ntoa(addr), dcc->port);

}

Figure 3.24: Sample code from Conspire 0.20. The call to setsockopt() is issued
too late to have any influence on the bind()’s behavior.

3.5 Scaling Up to Many Projects

Up to now we have shown how to mine patterns and anomalies from oneprogram at a time. This allows us to find out how objects of certain classesshould be used, but only if there are enough usages to learn from. This isnot always the case. Consider, for example, a server that accepts remoterequests from clients. Typically, the code that handles listening for incomingconnections and accepting them will be found in one place in the server.This means that by analyzing the server’s code we cannot really learn howto work with connections, because there are not enough examples to allowus to draw meaningful conclusions. As an example, consider the C functionshown in Figure 3.24. This function, taken from Conspire 0.20—an open-source IRC client—creates a socket (the call to socket()), and binds it toa specific address (the call to bind()). Later it calls setsockopt() to allowbinding to an already-in-use address, but it is, alas, too late. For the code tobe correct the call to setsockopt()must come before the call to bind(). Thepattern being violated consists of the following sequential constraints:
setsockopt @ (1) ≺ bind @ (1)
setsockopt @ (1) ≺ listen @ (1)
bind @ (1) ≺ listen @ (1)
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Table 3.5: Projects used as case study subjects for cross-project analysis (adapted
from Gruska, Wasylkowski, and Zeller (2010))

Analysis time
Project SLOC Parsing Total Violations
cacao-0.95 91,226 0:08 3:13 0
cksfv-1.3.13 784 0:01 0:04 1
concentration-1.2 1,715 0:01 0:01 0
daudio-0.3 1,476 0:01 0:05 0
dhcpdump-1.8 478 0:01 0:01 0
ggv-2.12.0 13,149 0:02 3:22 3
gimp-2.6.6 595,664 1:54 17:49 61
glade3-3.6.4 53,159 0:07 4:04 18
httrack-3.43-4 41,017 0:03 2:32 8
LDL-2.0.1 904 0:01 0:01 0
memcached-1.3.3 5,412 0:01 0:07 0
mpich-1.2.7p1 196,609 0:13 5:20 12
otp_src_R13B 201,553 0:13 5:18 14
psycopg-1.1.15 3,160 0:01 0:03 6
python-scw-0.4.7 69 0:01 0:01 0
tclxml-2.4 12,354 0:01 0:05 8
vdr-arghdirector-0.2.6 1,109 0:01 0:01 0
viewres-1.0.1 927 0:01 0:02 1
xf86-video-savage-2.2.1 10,950 0:01 0:03 0
Yap-5.1.3 124,410 0:09 4:53 4

This pattern cannot be found by analyzing Conspire, because there areonly two calls to setsockopt() in this project. The solution is to learn usagesfrom multiple reference projects before looking for anomalies. However,here we quickly run into scalability issues. While the analysis we have pre-sented scales very well to large projects, scaling it up to hundreds or eventhousands of reference projects would have to render it useless. The solu-tion is to use a lightweight analysis that will be able to handle large bodies ofcode quickly. If we compare the time spend on mining object usage models(Table 2.2) with the time spend on looking for patterns and anomalies (Ta-ble 3.2) it becomes clear that finding patterns and anomalies is very fast, andit is just the static analysis that needs to be replaced.This task was solved by Natalie Gruska, who built a lightweight parserof C code (Gruska 2009). The parser focuses just on basic control flow andfunction calls and outputs function models (akin to object usage models, but
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Table 3.6: Classification results for top 25% violations found using cross-project
analysis. Only projects with at least one violation found are listed. “CSs” stands
for the number of code smells. “FPs” stands for the number of false positives
(adapted from Gruska, Wasylkowski, and Zeller (2010))

Program Classified Defects CSs FPs Effectiveness
cksfv-1.3.13 1 1 0 0 100%
ggv-2.12.0 1 0 0 1 0%
gimp-2.6.6 22 1 2 19 14%
glade3-3.6.4 5 2 0 3 40%
httrack-3.43-4 2 0 1 1 50%
mpich-1.2.7p1 5 0 4 1 80%
otp_src_R13B 4 0 0 4 0%
psycopg-1.1.15 6 0 0 6 0%
tclxml-2.4 2 0 0 2 0%
viewres-1.0.1 1 0 0 1 0%
Yap-5.1.3 1 0 0 1 0%
Overall 50 4 7 39 22%

focusing on whole functions instead of objects), which can later be used tocreate functions’ sequential constraints abstractions. This allows us to use thetechniques described in this chapter and actually find the defect in Conspire.In our work (Gruska, Wasylkowski, and Zeller 2010), we have created areference database consisting of sequential constraints abstractions of func-tions coming from more than 6000 C projects from Gentoo Linux distribu-tion. This meant parsing over 200 million lines of code, and took 18 hours,with an average analysis time per project of less than 11 seconds using asingle 2.9 GHz Intel Xeon core. We have then chosen 20 random projects(see Table 3.5) and proceeded to look for anomalies in them. The results ofour investigations can be seen in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. The true positive rateis lower than for JADET, but we were able to find defects and code smellsthat require such cross-project analysis due to scarcity of examples on howto use certain functions.We have also created a Web site, checkmycode.org, where a programmercan upload her own code and have it checked against the projects from theGentoo Linux distribution, the same we have used for our experiments. (SeeFigure 3.25 for a screenshot). We will not go into more detail here; an inter-ested reader can consult other sources (Gruska 2009; Gruska, Wasylkowski,and Zeller 2010), as well as simply use the checkmycode.orgWeb site and thetutorial provided there.

checkmycode.org
checkmycode.org
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Figure 3.25: Screenshot of the checkmycode.org Web site. Here programmers can
have their code checked against “the wisdom of Linux code” (adapted from Gruska,
Wasylkowski, and Zeller (2010))

3.6 Related Work
Our work on mining patterns and anomalies (Wasylkowski 2007; Wasylkowski,Zeller, and Lindig 2007) has been preceded by works of other researchers.There is also a large body of contemporary work on this and similar topics.Some of them have been described by us already in Section 2.5; we will now

checkmycode.org
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present other works that have more to do with finding anomalies.The idea that what is common is typically correct, and what is uncommonis likely to be defective comes from Engler et al. (2001). Our own work onmining pattern patterns and anomalies was motivated by the PR-Miner toolLi and Zhou (2005). PR-Miner builds on Engler et al.’s idea, too: it looks forentities (function calls, variables, types) that frequently occur together. Suchsets of frequently occurring entities form patterns, and their violations arereported to the user. We build directly on this idea, but with a few improve-ments: First, we use sequential constraints, and this allows us to represent or-dering between method calls (Kagdi, Collard, and Maletic (2007b) performedan evaluation showing that providing ordering information is worth the ad-ditional cost). Second, we model data flow and make use of it to find whichmethod calls are related (and how) and which are not. Third, we use conceptanalysis for finding patterns and their violations, which is a cleaner (thoughequivalent) solution than using two passes of frequent itemset mining, as Liand Zhou did.GrouMiner by Nguyen et al. (2009) mines groums (which are directedacyclic graphs; see Section 2.5.2) from source code and finds usage patterns—being frequently occurring subgraphs—and their violations. GrouMiner hasaccess to much more information that JADET, but it’s true positive rate isworse than JADET’s (between 7% and 20% for top 15 violations investigatedin eight out of nine case study subjects for GrouMiner8 compared to between30% and 60% for top 10 violations in JADET’s case). This is an unexpectedresult and it would be interesting to see why this is the case.Ramanathan, Grama, and Jagannathan presented Chronicler (Ramanathan,Grama, and Jagannathan 2007a)—a tool for learning patterns consisting ofprecedence relationships between function calls. Chronicler’s static analysisis path sensitive, increasing its accuracy, but the precedence relationships donot take data flow into account, so that unrelated functions can become part ofone pattern just because they occur often together. These authors presentedalso another work (Ramanathan, Grama, and Jagannathan 2007b), where inaddition to precedence relationships dataflow properties are used (like “xmust be non-null”). This allows for more expressivity, but the precedencerelationships still do not take data flow into account. A bit in the same direc-tion, Kagdi, Collard, and Maletic presented an approach where sequencingdata are combined with syntactic context to increase patterns’ expressiveness(Kagdi, Collard, and Maletic 2007a).Gabel and Su (2010) presented OCD, a tool using dynamic analysis to inferpatterns of method calls and violations of those patterns. The patterns are

8The authors investigated all 64 violations reported for the ninth case study subject, so we donot know the true positive rate for the top 15 violations
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based on templates provided by the user and instantiated by mapping place-holders in the templates to method calls from the execution trace. This toolis similar in spirit to JADET with the biggest difference being using dynamic,instead of static, analysis.Weimer and Necula (2005) mine pairs of matching events (like calls to
open() and close()) from traces, but they require the second of the events tooccur at least once in exception-handling code. Their idea is that “if the policyis important to the programmer, language-level error handling will be usedat least once to enforce it.” These specifications are then fed to a programverification tool for the purposes of defect detection. Thummalapenta andXie (2009b) presented a tool called CAR-Miner, which is similar in spirit inthat it focuses on exception-handling code.Chang, Podgurski, and Yang (2007) presented an approach for discoveringneglected conditions. They build system dependence graphs and use frequentsubgraph mining to find frequently occurring graph minors that becomepatterns, focusing on patterns that contain a control point (branch predicateof a conditional statement). Violations of patterns are reported to the userfor investigation.Thummalapenta and Xie (2009a) describe Alattin: an approach for findingneglected conditions by comparing the code with sample code obtained usinga code search engine. The main advantage of Alattin, and one that couldtheoretically be integrated into our approach, is that it recognizes so-called“infrequent patterns”. One major drawback (which is true for all approachesthat use code-search engines) is that the user cannot control the quality ofcode that is used for learning, because she does not have influence on thecode that is being returned by code-search engines.Yang et al. (2006) presented Perracotta: a tool that mines temporal rulesof program behavior fitting into templates (such as alternation) provided bythe user. Perracotta is based on dynamic analysis and the templates justcontain function calls—data flow is not taken into account. This means thatunrelated functions can become part of one pattern just because they occuroften together. The rules found can later be fed to a verifier to check if aprogram conforms to them.Acharya, Xie, and Xu (2006) presented an approach for mining specifica-tions (in the form of FSAs) for functions. Their idea is that the user providesgeneral “robustness property” (e.g., “check before use”) as a FSA, and this isthen instantiated by a model checker analyzing a given program that uses agiven function. The resulting specification shows how to use a single func-tion in a way that avoids potential problems (e.g., the specification may statethat after calling malloc() one should first check if the return value is not
NULL and only then use it). Later, a program can be checked for confor-
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mance with these specifications by using a model checker, and “robustnessviolations” found will be reported to the user.Liu, Ye, and Richardson (2006) developed LtRules, an Eclipse plug-in thatcan extract usage rules from C programs. LtRules requires the user to pro-vide a set of functions he is interested in, and applies them to a set of sixtemplates, thus creating rule candidates, and uses a model checker to findrule candidates that are followed by the given set of C programs. Rulesconfirmed in this way are reported to the user.Le Goues and Weimer (2009) proposed a technique for making specifica-tion mining approaches more accurate. Their idea is to assign trustworthi-ness to code fragments (depending on things like author rank, code churn, orcode readability), and thus influence the set of specifications that are gener-ated. They show that this technique helps in finding more real specificationsand filtering false ones.Olender and Osterweil (1992) introduced Cesar, a system that allows theuser to provide sequencing constraints (as regular expressions) for an ab-stract type, and checks the program for conformance with those constraints.Hovemeyer and Pugh (2004) presented FindBugs, a tool for finding bugsin Java programs. The idea behind FindBugs is that there is a database of “bugpatterns” (e.g., “Null Pointer Dereference”), and if the program contains aninstance of such a pattern (e.g., a null value might be dereferenced at somepoint), the corresponding place in the program code gets reported to the useras potentially buggy. One very important difference between FindBugs andJADET is that FindBugs is limited to a priori specified bug patterns, whereasJADET infers specification from the program to be checked, and can thusdetect bugs that are program-, project-, or library-specific.Livshits and Zimmermann (2005) presented DynaMine: a tool that usessoftware repositories to find highly-correlated method calls. These form pat-terns that are later checked using dynamic analysis.
3.7 Summary
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• We have introduced the notion of a sequential constraints abstrac-

tion. This allows us to abstract a method from a program into a setof sequential constraints that show how objects are being used in thatmethod.
• We have shown how we can apply formal concept analysis to efficientlyfind patterns of object usage (frequently occurring sets of sequential
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constraints). Our analysis scales very well: It takes less than half a
minute for a large project like Vuze (345 K SLOC, 35,363 methods in5532 classes).

• We have shown how we can quickly find violations of patterns. Ouranalysis takes less than half a minute for a large project like Vuze. Vi-olations of patterns consisting of sequential constraints have the benefitthat they show what is missing, thus helping the programmer fix thecode, if it turns out to be defective.
• We have implemented all the techniques above in a tool called JADETand evaluated it on six open-source projects. JADET found defects orcode smells in all of those projects. In total, investigating top 10 vi-olations for all the projects resulted in finding 5 defects and 23 codesmells—for a true positive rate of 47%.
• We have shown that—by using lightweight static analysis—we are ableto reuse all the techniques shown above to scale our approach to handlethousands of projects and thus be able to perform cross-project analysis.Early results indicate that cross-project analysis can find subtle defectsthat are not detectable using single-project analysis.To learn more about our work on finding patterns and anomalies, and onrelated topics, see:

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/
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Chapter 4

Operational Preconditions

4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter we have shown how we can mine patterns andanomalies in object usage. If we take a closer look at some of the patternsfound, we will discover that they are akin to specifications, but have a muchmore limited expressivity than real, formal specifications. In Section 3.2.2 wehave given a few examples on how sequential constraints abstraction couldbe made more expressive, but there is only so much that can be improved.However, the sequential constraints abstraction was simple enough to allowus to gently introduce the concept of patterns and anomalies, and show howcan these be found fully automatically. In this chapter, we will build on thisknowledge and show how we can use a much better and much more expres-sive abstraction while using the same mechanism for finding patterns andanomalies as before.
4.2 Operational Preconditions
4.2.1 The Concept of Operational PreconditionsWhen calling a method, the caller must ensure that the function’s precondi-
tion is satisfied—the condition that has to be met before its execution. Anexample of a precondition might be “The parameter passed to the sqrt()method must be non-negative”. This simple precondition is not only easy tounderstand and easy to check, but it also has a very important property: Itis easy to implement. By this we mean that it is easy for the programmer towrite code that satisfies the precondition. This is not always true.
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/**
* Internal helper method that completes the building of
* a node type’s structural property descriptor list.
*
* @param propertyList list beginning with the AST node class
* followed by accumulated structural property descriptors
* @return unmodifiable list of structural property descriptors
* (element type: <code>StructuralPropertyDescriptor</code>)
*/
static List reapPropertyList(List propertyList) {

propertyList.remove(0); // remove nodeClass
// compact
ArrayList a = new ArrayList(propertyList.size());
a.addAll(propertyList);
return Collections.unmodifiableList(a);

}

Figure 4.1: The reapPropertyList() method from AspectJ.

Consider the reapPropertyList() method shown in Figure 4.1. Thismethod comes from AspectJ; we show its body and the accompanying com-ment. What is the precondition of this method, or—more precisely—what isthe precondition for the parameter propertyList of this method? If we onlylook at its source code, we can state it like this:
@requires propertyList.size() >= 1

This is a JML1 specification of reapPropertyList() stating that propertyListmust have at least one element. From a strictly formal point of view this isa complete precondition: reapPropertyList() will work correctly if given alist with at least one element. However, this is not how the list should looklike, as the JavaDoc comment accompanying the method proves. Let us takethe comment into account and write a new precondition:
@requires propertyList.size() >= 1
@requires propertyList.get(0) instanceof Class
@requires \forall int i; 0 < i && i < propertyList.size();

propertyList.get(i) instanceof StructuralPropertyDescriptor

It might seem like we are done, but unfortunately this is not the case. Thecomment misses one important point: there is a relationship between the
1http://www.eecs.ucf.edu/~leavens/JML/index.shtml
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first element of the list and all the others that must hold for the list to beproperly constructed. The reapPropertyList() method does not check forthis relationship, and the comment does not mention it, because the designersassume that the list will be constructed using helper methods provided byAspectJ, and not directly. Let us rewrite our precondition to capture thisrelationship:
@requires propertyList.size() >= 1
@requires propertyList.get(0) instanceof Class
@requires \forall int i; 0 < i && i < propertyList.size();

propertyList.get(i) instanceof StructuralPropertyDescriptor
&& ((StructuralPropertyDescriptor)propertyList.get(i)).

getNodeClass() == propertyList.get(0)This precondition is not difficult to understand, but it lacks the property thatthe sqrt() precondition given above has: it is not easy to implement. Creatinga list and inserting a Class object into it is nothing too complicated, butwhat about creating structural property descriptors having an appropriatenode class? We probably need to take a look at the implementation of the
StructuralPropertyDescriptor class and find an appropriate constructor oran appropriate setter method to do the job.So, while the precondition above answers the “What is the state that
propertyList must be in?” question, it does not answer the “How to achievethis?” question. For the programmer, the answer to the latter is more im-portant than the answer to the former. We will call traditional “what” pre-conditions axiomatic preconditions and the “how” preconditions operational
preconditions. In the case of the reapPropertyList()method, its operationalprecondition can be informally stated as follows:Create an empty list. Call the createPropertyList() method,passing the list to this method as the second parameter. Call the

addProperty method as many times as needed, passing the list tothis method as the second parameter. Call reapPropertyList()passing the list as the first parameter.This operational precondition helps the programmer see what needs to bedone in order to pass the correct parameter to reapPropertyList(), and italso provides him with information on related methods.
4.2.2 Operational Preconditions as Temporal Logic FormulasTraditional, axiomatic preconditions are usually expressed using some for-malism, such as logic formulas. This is because natural language has two
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important disadvantages: First, it can be ambiguous; second, it does not lenditself to automatic verification, whereby a program can be checked againstpreconditions, and places, where these are violated, can be reported to theuser. Operational precondition expressed using natural language suffer fromthe same problems. Therefore, we need to propose a formalism to use for ex-pressing them. Axiomatic preconditions use propositional logic, which lendsitself well to describing state. However, it is unsuitable for operational precon-ditions, where it is process, not state, that needs to be described. For this pur-pose, temporal logics are best, because they allow for qualification in terms oftime (as in “call reapPropertyList() after calling createPropertyList()”).In order to also incorporate possible branching (as in “call addProperty asmany times as needed”), we will use a branching-time logic—a variant ofComputation Tree Logic (CTL; Clarke and Emerson (1982)) called Fair Com-
putation Tree Logic (CTLF; Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla (1986))2.Figure 4.2 contains a brief overview of CTLF and model checking; as canbe seen, CTLF formulas can only be evaluated as true or false for a given
model of a system we are interested in (the model being a Kripke struc-ture). On the other hand, a Kripke structure must be over a set of atomic
propositions. These are used to label states and are used as propositionsin the CTLF formulas. Since we want to use formulas such as “always call
createPropertyList() passing the list as the second parameter”, our atomicpropositions will be events (see definition 2.1). Using CTLF with events asatomic propositions, we can represent the operational precondition for theonly parameter of reapPropertyList() as follows:AG ArrayList.<init> @ (0) ∧AG (ArrayList.<init> @ (0)ÑAF ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)) ∧AG (ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)ÑAF ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)) ∧AG (ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)ÑAF ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1))The operational precondition is here a conjunction of subformulas. The firstsubformula states that the list needs to be created. The second subformulastates that the list needs to be passed to createPropertyList() as the secondparameter after being created. The third subformula states that the list needsto be passed as the first parameter to reapPropertyList() after it is passed asthe second parameter to createPropertyList(). The last subformula statesthat the list needs to be passed as the first parameter to reapPropertyList()after it is passed as the second parameter to addProperty() (this makes sure

2See Section 4.3.2 for a discussion on why we use CTLF and not CTL
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Temporal logic model checking (Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla 1986) is, in general,a technique for verifying that a given system satisfies the specification given as atemporal logic formula. We use Kripke structures as the model of the system, andCTLF (Fair Computation Tree Logic; Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla (1986)) as thelanguage for representing specifications.Let AP be a set of atomic propositions. A Kripke structure over AP is a tuple
M = (S, I, R, L), where S is a finite set of states, I ⊆ S is the set of initial states,
R ⊆ S × S is a left-totala transition relation, and L : S → 2AP is a labeling function.Atomic propositions are used to describe the state the system is in, and the Kripkestructure represents transitions between the states of the system. Because R is aleft-total relation, all the behaviors of the system are infinite.CTLF is a temporal logic used to predicate over the behaviors represented by theKripke structure. It is defined over the same set AP of atomic propositions that theKripke structure uses:1. true and false are CTLF formulas2. Every atomic proposition p ∈ AP is a CTLF formula3. If f1 and f2 are CTLF formulas, then so are ¬f1, f1 ∨ f2, f1 ∧ f2, f1 Ñ f2, and

f1 ⇔ f2.4. If f1 and f2 are CTLF formulas, then so are AX f1, EX f1, AF f1, EF f1, AG f1,EG f1, A[f1Uf2], E[f1Uf2].A means “for all fair paths”, and E means “there exists a fair path”. X stands for“next”, F stands for “finally”, G stands for “globally”, and U stands for “until”. A pathis fair if a certain (arbitrary, but fixed) predicate holds infinitely often along it.The intuitive meaning of some CTLF formulas is as follows: AX f1 means that “foreach state s0 ∈ I , for all (A) fair paths starting in s0, f1 holds in the next (X) state”.EF f1 means that “for each state s0 ∈ I , there exists (E) a fair path, where f1 holdssomewhere along (F) this path”. AG f1 means that “for each state s0 ∈ I , for all (A)fair paths starting in s0, f1 holds in all states along (G) the path”. A[f1Uf2] means that“for each state s0 ∈ I , for all (A) fair paths starting in s0, f1 holds until (U) f2 holds”(i.e., f2 must hold somewhere along the path, and until then, f1 must always hold).An atomic proposition p holds in a given state iff this state is labeled with p.Model checking a given CTLF formula f against a given Kripke structure M =(S, I, R, L) is equivalent to asking if f holds for each s0 ∈ I . If it does, f is said to betrue for M ; if it does not, f is said to be false for M .
a∀s1 ∈ S .∃s2 ∈ S . (s1, s2) ∈ R

Figure 4.2: CTLF and model checking in a nutshell.
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that each call to addProperty() [optional, as there is no formula that wouldenforce its presence] comes before the call to reapPropertyList()).An attentive reader will notice that the operational precondition shownabove just states what is a must-have; it does not state what is a must-not-have (such as “do not call createPropertyList() more than once”). Thisis actually consistent with our definition of an operational precondition asanswering the “How to achieve this?” question—only giving the informationabout what must be done. It is possible to extend the definition to makeoperational preconditions include must-not-have’s as well, but we will leavethis task as a possible extension of our work. The definition we have given,however, allows us to fully automatically mine operational preconditions anddiscover their violations in a program by following a procedure similar to theone described in the previous chapter—making operational preconditionsa much more expressive cousin of sequential constraints abstraction. Theremainder of this chapter will show how this can be done and what can bethereby achieved.
4.3 Mining Operational Preconditions
Operational preconditions of a parameter p of method m can be discoveredmanually by investigating sample code snippets containing a call to m andlooking at how p is prepared. For example, to find the operational precondi-tion for the propertyList parameter of the reapPropertyList() method wecan investigate callers of reapPropertyList(). It turns out that most of themhave the following structure:

List propertyList = new ArrayList();
createPropertyList(..., propertyList);
addProperty(..., propertyList); // possibly multiple times
... = reapPropertyList(propertyList);From this structure we can easily deduce the operational precondition pre-sented in the preceding section. This structure can be automatically dis-covered and formalized by mining object usage models. Let us considerthe sample method shown in Figure 4.3. The object usage model of listlooks as shown in Figure 4.4. If we now investigate object usage modelsof all objets of type List that get passed as the propertyList parameter to

reapPropertyList() and find out that they all look similar, we will be ableto deduce that they represent the operational precondition of that parameterof that method. The principle at work here is the same that we have used inthe preceding chapter, when we have described the sequential constraints ab-straction. Thus, to be able to reuse the technique from that chapter, we need
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public List getPropertyList (Set properties) {

List list = new ArrayList ();
createPropertyList (this.cl, list);
Iterator iter = properties.iterator ();
while (iter.hasNext ()) {

Property p = (Property) iter.next ();
addProperty (p, list);

}
reapPropertyList (list);
if (list.size () == 1)

Debug.log ("Empty property list");
return list;

}

Figure 4.3: Sample source code containing a call to reapPropertyList().

to find an abstraction of an object usage model that satisfies the followingconditions:
1. An object usage model is abstracted into a set of “properties” character-istic to it. This will make automatic pattern and anomaly detection viaformal concept analysis possible (see Section 3.3.1).
2. An operational precondition can be represented as a set of “properties”,and vice versa. This will make the patterns found by formal conceptanalysis represent operational preconditions.
Recall that an operational precondition is formally represented as a CTLFformula. To fulfill the second condition above we need to be able to repre-sent a CTLF formula as a set of “properties”. We have decided to limit ouroperational preconditions to be conjunctions of formulas. Thus, we chooseour properties to be CTLF formulas. This fulfills the second condition: anoperational precondition can be represented as a set of CTLF formulas (beinginterpreted as their conjunction), and a set of CTLF formulas represents anoperational precondition (their conjunction is still a CTLF formula, so it is apotential operational precondition).To fulfill the first condition above, we now need to be able to abstract anobject usage model into a set of CTLF formulas. Generally, our idea is asfollows: First, transform an object usage model into a Kripke structure (seeFigure 4.2). Second, abstract a Kripke structure into a set of CTLF formulas.Let us now look into those two steps in detail.
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ArrayList.<init> @ (0)

ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)

ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)

ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)

List.size @ (0)

Figure 4.4: OUM for the list created by the method from Figure 4.3.

4.3.1 Creating Kripke StructuresObject usage models provide a representation of the way a single object isbeing passed to various methods, and we want to discover operational precon-ditions for each parameter of each method separately. To be able to do this,we must transform each object usage model into a set of Kripke structures,each focusing on a specific combination of a method and its parameter—aspecific target event e (see definition 2.1) in the object usage model. Thereare two problems to be solved here:
1. We need to transform transitions from the object usage model intostates in the Kripke structure, and have transitions in the Kripke struc-ture reflect the way transitions in the object usage model can followone another.
2. Since we want to discover preconditions, we are only interested in whathappens before e. Thus, we must prune the object usage model byremoving some states and transitions.
Jonsson, Khan, and Parrow faced a problem almost identical to the firstproblem above. Let us assume (for clarity) that we call transitions in objectusage models “edges” and states in object usage models “nodes”, and use thenames “transition” and “state” only in relation to Kripke structures. Basically,Jonsson, Khan, and Parrow’s idea is that each edge s1 e−Ï s2 is transformed
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into a separate state in the Kripke structure, and the transition relation isbuilt in such a way that there is a transition between states corresponding to
s1 e1−Ï s2 and s3 e2−Ï s4 iff s2 = s3 (Jonsson, Khan, and Parrow 1990). Labels aregiven as follows: State corresponding to the edge s1 e−Ï s2 gets labeled with
e. Also, additional initial and “sink” states (both unlabeled) are introduced.3The second problem can be solved with the help of the “sink” state that—in the procedure of Jonsson, Khan, and Parrow—denotes the “final” state andtransitions to it are created only from states corresponding to s1 e1−Ï s2 where
s2 is terminal (i.e., it has no outgoing edges). In our case, where we are onlyinterested in what happens before the target event e, we can modify Jonsson,Khan, and Parrow’s procedure in the following way: Transitions to the “sink”state are created only from states corresponding to s1 e1−Ï s2 where e1 is anedge labeled with the target event e. Now the only thing that needs to bedone is to remove from the Kripke structure all states, from which it is notpossible to reach the “sink” state.4 Of course transitions incidental to thesestates need to be removed, too. This makes the Kripke structure describe theway the object is used under the assumption that the event e always finallyhappens (we will take a closer look at this statement in the next section). Thisin turn allows us in the end to discover operational preconditions of e.Let us now give a precise definition of how to create a Kripke structuregiven an object usage model and an event of interest (i.e., the combination ofa method and its parameter, for which we want to mine operational precon-ditions).
Definition 4.1 (Kripke structure induced by an OUM and an event). Let
oum = (Q,Σ, T, q0, F,Exc) be an object usage model (see definition 2.2) and
e be an event (see definition 2.1). Let S be a finite set of states defined asfollows:

S = {q σ−Ï q ′ : q ′ ∈ T(q, σ )} ∪ {si, sf}Let I be a set of initial states defined as I = {si}. Let R ⊆ S×S be a transitionrelation defined as follows:
R = {(q σ−Ï q ′, q ′ σ

′
−Ï q ′′) : q σ−Ï q ′ ∈ S and q ′ σ

′
−Ï q ′′ ∈ S}

∪ {(si, q0 σ−Ï q) : q0 σ−Ï q ∈ S}
∪ {(q e−Ï q ′, sf ) : q e−Ï q ′ ∈ S}
∪ {(sf , sf )}

3The “sink” state is needed to make sure that the transition relation is left-total.4It can be easily shown that if the “sink” state is not reachable, then the state correspondingto the target event is also not reachable, and vice versa.
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Let AP be the set of all events occurring in oum:

AP = {σ : ∃q, q ′ . q ′ ∈ T(q, σ )}
Let L : S Ï 2AP be a labeling function defined as follows:

L(s) = {
{σ} iff s = q σ−Ï q ′

∅ iff s = si or s = sfLet Rt ⊆ S × S be a transitive closure of {(s, s′) : s = s′ or (s, s′) ∈ R}.The Kripke structure induced by the OUM oum and the event e is a tupleks(oum, e) = (S′, I ′, R′, L′) where S′ ⊆ S, I ′ ⊆ I, R′ ⊆ R, and L′ : S′ Ï 2AP aredefined as follows:
S′ = {s ∈ S : (s, sf ) ∈ Rt}
I ′ = I ∩ S′

R′ = {(s, s′) ∈ R : (s, sf ) ∈ Rt and (s′, sf ) ∈ Rt}
L′ = L|S′

If S′ = {sf}, we call the Kripke structure empty.5
By following this definition, the Kripke structure induced by the objectusage model from Figure 4.4 and the event ASTNode.reapPropertyList @

(1) looks as shown Figure 4.5. The intuitive meaning of the state labeling is“what is the event that has happened most recently?” This allows us to learnCTLF formulas that describe the temporal relation between events the objectmust go through before participating in the target event.If we want to find an operational precondition of a specific event e, wefirst generate all Kripke structures induced by all object usage models andthe event e, while discarding all empty Kripke structures (see definition 4.1).Formally, the set of Kripke structures pertaining to the event e is defined asfollows:
Definition 4.2 (Set of Kripke structures pertaining to an event). Let e be anevent, and m1, . . . ,mn be methods. Let Obj(mi) be the set of abstract objectsused by mi (see definition 2.4), and let oum(x) be defined as an object usagemodel of an abstract object x. The set of Kripke structures pertaining to theevent e is defined as pertaining_kss(e, {m1, . . .mn}) = {ks : ∃ i, x .1 ≤ i ≤
n and x ∈ Obj(mi) and ks = ks(oum(x), e) and ks is not empty}

5This may happen if the event e does not occur in the object usage model oum (i.e., notransition in oum is labeled with e).
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{}

{ArrayList.<init> @ (0)}

{ASTNode.createPropertyList @ (2)}

{ASTNode.addProperty @ (2)}

{ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1)}

{}

Figure 4.5: Kripke structure induced by the object usage model from Figure 4.4 and
the event ASTNode.reapPropertyList @ (1).

4.3.2 From Kripke structures to CTLF formulasHaving created a Kripke structure, we can now try to abstract it into a set ofCTLF formulas. Our idea is to generate many plausible CTLF formulas andmodel check them to discover those that are true. (See Figure 4.2 for a briefoverview of CTLF and model checking).
Generating CTLF formulasIf we want to generate CTLF formulas, then the most accurate approachwould be to generate all possible CTLF formulas up to a certain depth.6 Un-fortunately, this is infeasible due to a combinatorial explosion in the numberof formulas. Even assuming that there are only four atomic propositions (asis the case in Figure 4.5), and limiting ourselves to only a minimal, completeset of CTLF operators (say, the existential normal form with only true, ∧,
¬, EX, EU, and EG operators), the number of CTLF formulas increases very

6The depth of a CTLF formula is the depth of its abstract syntax tree.
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rapidly: There are 5 formulas of depth 0, 65 formulas of depth 1, almost10,000 formulas of depth 2, and over 200,000,000 formulas of depth 3. Whilemany of those are equivalent, the number of formulas still remains too large.Therefore, we have decided to limit ourselves to only a set of CTLF for-mulas that can be generated from predefined templates. These templatescan be easily adapted to the needs of the user. We did not investigate indetail the problem of choosing best templates; this is left as an extension ofthis work. Instead, we settled on a simple set of templates that would allowfor expressing two things: the fact that an event may/must occur, and thefact that an event may/must occur after another event. Our set of templatesaround atomic propositions (pi) is as follows:AFp1 : The object must eventually participate in the event denoted by p1. Forexample, AF createPropertyList @ (2) means that the object musteventually be passed as the second parameter to createPropertyList().EFp1 : It must be possible for the object to participate in the event denotedby p1. For example, EF addProperty @ (2) means that it is possiblethat the object is passed as the second parameter to addProperty().AG (p1 Ñ AX AFp2) : Whenever the object participates in the event denotedby p1, it must at some later point participate in the event denoted by p2.For example, AG (lock @ (1)Ñ AX AF unlock @ (1)) means that afterbeing passed as the first parameter to lock(), an object must eventuallybe passed as the first parameter to unlock().AG (p1 Ñ EX EFp2) : Whenever the object participates in the event denotedby p1, it must be possible for the object to at some later point participatein the event denoted by p2. For example, AG (ArrayList.<init> @ (0)

Ñ EX EF addProperty @ (2)) means that after creating an array listthere exists a path through the program such that the list is eventuallypassed as the second parameter to addProperty().We use AX AF and EX EF instead of AF and EF, respectively, because wewant to avoid tautologies such as AG (p1 Ñ AFp1) and AG (p1 Ñ EFp1). Thefact that these are tautologies means that just using AF and EF does not reallyallow for expressing the fact that a certain event can happen more than once(which is possible when AX AF and EX EF are used instead).Let us now give a formal definition of the set of CTLF formulas that aregenerated from a given Kripke structure:
Definition 4.3 (CTLF formulas induced by a Kripke structure). Let ks =(S, I, R, L) be a Kripke structure. Let Σ be the set of events from ks definedas follows: Σ = {σ : ∃ s ∈ S . σ ∈ L(s)}
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The set of CTLF formulas induced by the Kripke structure ks is defined asfollows:

ctlf_fs(ks) = {AF σ : σ ∈ Σ}
∪ {EF σ : σ ∈ Σ}
∪ {AG (σ1 Ñ AX AF σ2) : σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ}
∪ {AG (σ1 Ñ EX EF σ2) : σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ}

Before we move further, let us make a slight digression here. The tem-plates we have proposed effectively reduce the set of generated CTLF formu-las. Very long methods, though, can still result in large object usage modelsand hence tens of thousands of CTLF formulas. Therefore, in practice, welimit ourselves to using only those atomic propositions, that occur more oftenthan a specified minimum number of times (see the description of minimum
support in Section 4.3.3). This drastically reduces the number of formulaswhile not influencing our final results. We have not included this optimizationin the definition above because it works only if the templates do not containany negations. This is the case for the set proposed by us, but—in general—isnot required.
Model checking CTLF formulasHaving created a Kripke structure and generated a set of CTLF formulas,we now must discover which CTLF formulas are true, and which ones arefalse. We do this using model checking. Model checking CTLF is particularlyeasy: We use the algorithm by Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla (1986). It treatsa CTLF formula as a tree (with subformulas as subtrees), and then travelsup the tree and model checks each subformula in each state of the Kripkestructure. In the end, if the whole formula holds for all initial states of theKripke structure, it is marked as being true.This algorithm not only has polynomial complexity, it also facilitates reuseof the results obtained earlier. Some of the subformulas occur in more thanone formula, and in that case they do not need to be reevaluated. Theseare very important properties, that allow us to achieve a very good run-timeperformance, and thus scalability to real-life programs.One important point is that we use CTLF instead of the better-known CTL.The problem we have with CTLF is that all loops within the Kripke structureunder consideration are interpreted as potentially infinite. However, whenwe consider source code, we assume that most loops are finite: Consider thesource code shown in Figure 4.3 and the formula AF reapPropertyList @ (1).Depending on the iterator implementation, the while-loop could be finite or
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infinite, and the formula could be true or false, but our intuition tells us thatthe formula is true, because we implicitly assume that the loop will end aftera finite number of iterations. CTLF allows us to solve this problem by intro-ducing the notion of fairness: only paths that are “fair” are taken into account.As stated in Figure 4.2, a path is fair if a certain (arbitrary, but fixed) predicateholds infinitely often along it. We use the predicate meaning “being in thesink state” and require it to hold infinitely often along a path for the path tobe considered fair. As a result, every fair path through a Kripke structurecontains only a finite number of states other than the sink state, and thuscontains a finite number of iterations of each loop (of course apart from thecycle in the sink state) and this is exactly what we want.We can now formally define what an event-induced operational precondi-tion abstraction of an object usage model is:
Definition 4.4 (Event-induced operational precondition abstraction). Let ebe an event. Let oum = (Q,Σ, T, q0, F,Exc) an an object usage model (seedefinition 2.2), ks = ks(oum, e) be the Kripke structure induced by oum and
e (see definition 4.1), and Φ = ctlf_fs(ks) be the set of CTLF formulas inducedby ks. e-induced operational precondition abstraction of oum is defined asopa(oum, e) = {φ : φ ∈ Φ and ks |= φ}.Let us illustrate the definition of an event-induced operational precondi-tion abstraction using an example. Consider the object usage model of a
Stack object shown in Figure 4.6. The “Stack.push @ (0)”-induced oper-ational precondition abstraction of that model is the following set of CTLFformulas: AF Stack.<init> @ (0)AF Stack.push @ (0)EF Stack.<init> @ (0)EF Stack.push @ (0)AG (Stack.<init> @ (0)Ñ AX AF Stack.push @ (0))AG (Stack.<init> @ (0)Ñ EX EF Stack.push @ (0))AG (Stack.push @ (0)Ñ EX EF Stack.push @ (0))We can now demonstrate that operational precondition abstraction is moreexpressive than sequential constraints abstraction. Consider another objectusage model of a Stack object, shown in Figure 4.7. Its “Stack.push @ (0)”-induced operational precondition abstraction of that model is the followingset of CTLF formulas:77We again assume here that all events from the object usage model will actually be used togenerate CTLF formulas.
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Stack.<init> @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Vector.elements @ (0)

Figure 4.6: OUM for a Stack object.

Stack.<init> @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Stack.push @ (0)

Stack.elements @ (0)

Figure 4.7: Hypothetical OUM for a Stack object with different operational pre-
condition abstraction, but the same sequential constraints abstraction as the OUM
shown in Figure 4.6.
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AF Stack.<init> @ (0)AF Stack.push @ (0)EF Stack.<init> @ (0)EF Stack.push @ (0)AG (Stack.<init> @ (0)Ñ AX AF Stack.push @ (0))AG (Stack.<init> @ (0)Ñ EX EF Stack.push @ (0))
This operational precondition abstraction and the one shown earlier differ—the last CTLF formula from the latter does not appear in the former. How-ever, sequential constraints abstractions of these two object usage models areidentical (see Section 3.2.1), which means that the operational preconditionabstraction caught a difference between a loop and several consecutive calls,while the sequential constraints abstraction was not able to do this.

4.3.3 Mining Operational Preconditions and their Violations
Now that we are able to abstract each object usage model into an (event-induced) operational precondition abstraction, we can apply a slightly modi-fied version of the techniques presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 to mineoperational preconditions and their violations. In these sections, we haveshown how we can find patterns and their violations based on methods’ se-quential constraints abstractions. For mining operational preconditions, wehave to take into account an important difference between the two abstrac-tions: sequential constraints abstraction was unfocused (i.e., we simply lookedfor characteristics of methods), while operational precondition abstractionfocuses on one target event at a time (this is the event we want to discoveroperational preconditions of). This means that we must modify the afore-mentioned techniques in the following ways:
• There is no longer just one cross table representing sequential con-straints occurring in methods. The operational precondition abstrac-tion of each object usage model depends on the choice of the targetevent, and thus for each event, for which we want to mine operationalpreconditions, we have to create a separate cross table.
• Conceptual objects in the cross table cannot be methods anymore. Thisis because a pattern now is an operational preconditions—which is a de-scription on how an object needs to prepared before being used in a
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certain event. Likewise, violations of operational preconditions are ob-
jects that are prepared incorrectly. So we must use objects as conceptualobjects.

• Conceptual properties are not sequential constraints, but CTLF formu-las. This is a straightforward and obvious modification.
If we apply the aforementioned modifications, we will have to change thedefinitions of the pattern (see definition 3.4)—this one becomes an operationalprecondition, violation (see definition 3.5), and confidence (see definition 3.6).The new definitions are:

Definition 4.5 (Operational precondition, support, size, closed operationalprecondition). Let e be an event, and m1, . . . ,mn be methods. Let oums(mi)be the set of object usage models stemming from mi , defined as oums(m) =
{oum(x) : x ∈ Obj(m)}. P is an operational precondition of e supported by sobject usage models iff |{oum : ∃ i . 1 ≤ i ≤ n and oum ∈ oums(mi) and P ⊆opa(oum, e)}| = s. s is called the support of P. |P| is called the size of P. P isa closed operational precondition iff for all P′ ⊃ P we have |{oum : ∃ i . 1 ≤
i ≤ n and oum ∈ oums(mi) and P′ ⊆ opa(oum, e)}| < s.

We will normally use the term “operational precondition” to mean “closedoperational precondition”, and all exceptions will be explicitly stated. Just aswith sequential constraints abstraction, the number and size of patterns thatwill be discovered can be influenced by adjusting the minimum size and
minimum support (see Section 3.3.2). We set the minimum support to thesame value as before: 20. However, the minimum size we use for miningoperational preconditions is 3 instead of 1. The reason for this is that everysingle event e has an operational precondition of size 2, consisting of the for-mulas AF e and EF e. These are trivial and not interesting, so we do not wantthem mined. When it comes to filtering, when creating sequential constraintsabstraction we have ignored all events related to one of the following classes:
StringBuffer, String, and StringBuilder (see Section 3.3.2). Now, we do notfilter any events, but we do not look for operational preconditions of eventsthat are calls to methods from these classes.
Definition 4.6 (Violation, deviation, deviation level). Let e be an event, oum bean object usage model, and P be an operational precondition. Let opa(oum, e)be oum’s operational precondition abstraction (see definition 4.4). oum vi-
olates P iff P ∩ opa(oum, e) 6= ∅, and there exists p ∈ P such that p 6∈opa(oum, e). D(P, oum, e) = P opa(oum, e) is the deviation of the violation.
|D(P, oum, e)| is the deviation level of the violation.
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Definition 4.7 (Confidence). Let e be an event, m1, . . . ,mn be methods, and
P be an operational precondition supported by s object usage models. Let
oums(mi) be the set of object usage models stemming from mi , defined as
oums(m) = {oum(x) : x ∈ Obj(m)}. Let oum be an object usage model thatviolates P and D(P, oum, e) be the deviation of the violation. Let nv = |{oum′ :
∃ i . 1 ≤ i ≤ n and oum ∈ oums(mi) and D(P, oum′, e) = D(P, oum, e)}| bethe number of object usage models that violate the same operational pre-condition in the same way. s/(s + nv) is the confidence of the deviation
D(P, oum, e).After mining violations of operational preconditions they are ranked ex-actly as described in Section 3.4.2. One difference introduced by needs ofoperational preconditions abstraction to this scheme is a different value usedas the normalization factor when calculating conviction. Since we will at thesame time report violations of all operational preconditions found, we needour ranking scheme to take into account the fact that we have multiple crosstables with different sizes. Therefore, for each violation we use the number oftimes the target event of the operational precondition occurs in the programbeing analyzed as the normalization factor.
4.4 Operational Preconditions: A Case Study
We have implemented finding operational preconditions and their violationsin a tool called Tikanga8. First, we used Tikanga to mine operational pre-conditions from projects listed in Table 2.1. Table 4.1 lists all the projectsand the results obtained for them: number of events, for which operationalpreconditions were found (“Events with OPs”), total number of operationalpreconditions found (“Total OPs”), and the time (wall clock time, averagedover ten consecutive runs) that was needed to perform the analysis on a2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4 GB of RAM.As we can see, mining operational preconditions takes more time thatmining patterns consisting of sequential constraints, but the difference is notthat large considering that model-checking is time-consuming. The numberof operational preconditions found varies from project to project, but not asmuch as in the case of sequential constraints, and the number of patternsconsisting of sequential constraints found for a project is not correlated withthe number of operational preconditions found (for example, there are 2887patterns found in Vuze, but only 1034 operational preconditions; on the otherhand, there are 56 patterns found in Act-Rbot, but as many as 225 operationalpreconditions).

8“Tikanga” is the Mãori word for “correct procedure”.
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Table 4.1: Operational preconditions found in the case study subjects.
Program Events with OPs Total OPs Time (mm:ss)
Vuze 3.1.1.0 265 1,034 0:58
AspectJ 1.5.3 372 1,162 0:59
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 154 442 0:29
ArgoUML 0.26 182 369 0:26
Columba 1.4 97 185 0:16
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 96 225 0:17

AF Label.<init> @ (0) (4.1)EF Label.<init> @ (0) (4.2)AF Label.place @ (0) (4.3)EF Label.place @ (0) (4.4)EF CodeStream.goto_ (Label) @ 1 (4.5)AG (Label.<init> @ (0)Ñ EX EF CodeStream.goto_ @ (1)) (4.6)AG (Label.<init> @ (0)Ñ AX AF Label.place @ (0)) (4.7)AG (Label.<init> @ (0)Ñ EX EF Label.place @ (0)) (4.8)AG (CodeStream.goto_ @ (1)Ñ AX AF Label.place @ (0)) (4.9)AG (CodeStream.goto_ @ (1)Ñ EX EF Label.place @ (0)) (4.10)
Figure 4.8: Operational precondition for the target object of a call to
Label.place(). See Section 4.4 for a discussion.

As an example of an operational precondition, consider the one shown inFigure 4.8 for the target object of a call to Label.place(). This operationalprecondition has been extracted from AspectJ. The code that this operationalprecondition stems from is responsible for generating bytecode instructions,among them goto statements, which jump unconditionally to a specific label.The operational precondition contains the following rules:1. A label is always created by calling its constructor before being placed(which is not that obvious, as there may also be a factory method to beused instead) (4.1, 4.2)2. A label is always placed (which is obvious, as this operation is the targetof the operational precondition) (4.3, 4.4)3. A label can be used as the target of a goto statement (4.5)
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Table 4.2: Violations found in the case study subjects.

Program Violations Time (mm:ss)
Vuze 3.1.1.0 224 0:58
AspectJ 1.5.3 169 0:59
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 14 0:28
ArgoUML 0.26 51 0:25
Columba 1.4 22 0:16
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 15 0:16

4. After a label has been created, it can be used as the target of a gotostatement (4.6)5. After a label is created, it is always placed (4.7, 4.8)6. After a label is used as the target of a goto statement, it is always placed(4.9, 4.10)Note that AspectJ apparently may produce labels that are not referenced bya goto statement; we do not see this as a problem.
4.5 Operational Preconditions’ Violations: Exper-

iments
In the next experiment, we run Tikanga again on all the projects shownin Table 2.1, this time for the purpose of finding violations of operationalpreconditions. Summary of the results can be found in Table 4.2. For eachproject we report on the total number of violations found and on the time (wallclock time, averaged over ten consecutive runs) that was needed to performthe analysis on a 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4 GB of RAM.As we can see, there is a large difference between the number of violationsfound in different projects, even for projects that are of similar size (likeApache Tomcat and ArgoUML, cf. Table 2.1). Ideally we would investigateevery single violation found in each project and classify it to find out howmany of those are true positives (more on that below). While for ApacheTomcat and Act-Rbot it is entirely possible to investigate all the violations,for Vuze 3.1.1.0 the number of violations found is large enough to make thisa time-consuming and mundane task. However, since in total the numberof violations is not as large as it was the case for the sequential constraintsabstraction, we have decided to investigate 25% top-ranked violations for each
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Table 4.3: Classification results for top 25% violations in each project. “CSs” stands
for the number of code smells. “FPs” stands for the number of false positives.

Program Classified Defects CSs FPs Effectiveness
Vuze 3.1.1.0 56 0 11 45 19%
AspectJ 1.5.3 42 9 13 20 52%
Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 3 0 2 1 66%
ArgoUML 0.26 12 1 6 5 58%
Columba 1.4 5 1 4 0 100%
Act-Rbot 0.8.2 3 1 0 2 33%
Overall 121 12 36 73 39%

project. We classified all the violations into the same three categories asbefore: defects, code smells, and false positives (see Section 3.4.3. The resultsof this classification can be found in Table 4.3. For each project we report onthe number of violations that were classified9, the number of defects, codesmells (CSs), false positives (FPs), and the effectiveness (i.e., the percentageof violations that were defects or code smells). We also report on the overalleffectiveness.We can see that, in general, even though we have investigated roughlythe same absolute number of violations as in the top 10% violations found forsequential constraints abstraction, the results obtained by Tikanga are muchbetter than the results obtained by JADET (Section 3.4.3), and the number ofdefects found went up from 5 to 12 (see Table 3.4). Let us take a look at someof the violations we have classified.Out of nine violations classified as defects in AspectJ, one is severe enoughto cause a compiler crash (previously reported as bug #218,167). It is asimple typo resulting in a violation of an operational precondition of the
Iterator.next()method. The skeleton of the defective code is shown in Fig-ure 4.9. Iterator it2 violates the operational precondition, because hasNext()is not being called before next() is called. This defect could not possibly befound using a sequential constraints abstraction, because the method, wherethe defect occurs, uses multiple iterators, and the correct usages overshadowthe incorrect usage.Two of the violations classified as defects in AspectJ occur in code thatuses progress monitors incorrectly. Documentation of the IProgressMonitor

9This is sometimes more than exactly 25%. The reason for this is that some violations havethe same ranking (i.e., the same conviction value), so we had to include all such equally-rankedviolations.
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for (Iterator it = c1.iterator();it.hasNext();) {

E e1 = (E) it.next();
...
for (Iterator it2 = c2.iterator();it.hasNext();) {

E e2 = (E) it2.next();
...

}
...

}

Figure 4.9: One of the defects found by Tikanga in AspectJ. In this method an inner
loop checks the iterator of the outer loop.

interface states that one has to call beginTask() before calling worked() and
done() on the monitor, and in these two violations this is not the case. Thisrule was mined as an operational precondition of both the worked() and
done() method, and that is why Tikanga found these defects.Five of the violations classified as defects in AspectJ are located in methodsthat violate the contract of the method they override. All take a progress mon-itor instance as one of the parameters; in all cases, the overridden methodsays this instance may be null. One of the operational preconditions ofthe method IProgressMonitor.done() states that the monitor should be thereturn value from the factory method Policy.monitorFor(). It turns outthat this very method handles null by returning an instance of the class
NullProgressMonitor. This solves the problem of the monitor being null.Since the defective methods do not have this call and do not check explicitlyfor null, they throw a NullPointerException if they are called with null asthe progress monitor.Figure 4.10 shows a skeleton of the remaining defect found in AspectJ(previously reported as bug #165,631). The loop in this code processes onlythe first element returned by the iterator, even though it should process allof them. As a result of this omission, in some cases AspectJ performs anerror-free compilation of type-incorrect code.Figure 4.11 shows the skeleton of the defect found by Tikanga in Ar-goUML. The problem with this code is that it just processes the first depen-dency from the list of dependencies. This method is used when assigning acomponent to a diagram. If this component is already connected to multi-ple other components in that diagram (via specialization/generalization), onlyone connection is going to get added instead of all of them. This defect wasdetected by Tikanga, because the Iterator object that is being implicitly usedhere violates an operational precondition of the hasNext() method.
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private boolean verifyNoInheritedAlternateParameterization (...) {

...
Iterator iter = ...;
while (iter.hasNext ()) {

... = iter.next ();

...
return verifyNoInheritedAlternateParameterization (...);

}
return true;

}

Figure 4.10: One of the defects found by Tikanga in AspectJ. The loop body is
executed at most once.

public void addNodeRelatedEdges(Object node) {
...
if (Model.getFacade().isAModelElement(node)) {

List dependencies = ...;
dependencies.addAll (...);
for (Object dependency : dependencies) {

if (canAddEdge(dependency)) {
addEdge(dependency);

}
return;

}
}

}

Figure 4.11: The defect found by Tikanga in ArgoUML. This code misses depen-
dencies while adding edges related to a node.

public Link getStrongestLink() {
Link strongestLink = null;
for (Link link : links) {

strongestLink = (strongestLink.getActivation() >
link.getActivation() ? link : strongestLink);

}
return strongestLink;

}

Figure 4.12: The defect found by Tikanga in Act-Rbot. The loop will terminate
during the first iteration with the NullPointerException being thrown.
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SimpleName name = ...;
...
recordNodes (name, ...);
...
name.setSourceRange (..., ...);

Figure 4.13: Example of a code smell in AspectJ. For preventive reasons,
setSourceRange() should be called before recordNodes().

The defect found by Tikanga in Columba is the same as the one foundby JADET (see Figure 3.17). Figure 4.12 shows the defect found in Act-Rbot;it is identical to the defect found by JADET (Figure 3.19), but it occurs in adifferent method.As an example of a code smell, consider the one found in AspectJ (shownin Figure 4.13). This code creates an object of type SimpleName, puts it insome data structure (using recordNodes()) and then modifies the objectby calling setSourceRange() on it. This order of calls (recordNodes() be-fore setSourceRange()) is very uncommon in AspectJ, and for a reason:
recordNodes() puts the object into a hashtable, and for this it needs theobject’s hashcode. Currently, implementation of SimpleName uses the defaultimplementation of the hashCode()method, but if developers of AspectJ decideat some point to implement the method themselves (which would be recom-mended for classes representing AST nodes, such as SimpleName), they willmost probably use object’s fields’ values to create the hashcode, and sourcerange of a simple name is stored in such fields. This would lead to a difficult-to-discover bug in the code shown. Setting up the object before acting on itis a much safer—and therefore preferred—option.
Sensitivity AnalysisJust as with sequential constraints abstraction, we would like to see how sensi-tive our results are to small changes to parameters such as minimum supportor the number of violations investigated. Therefore, we have investigated theinfluence of small changes to minimum support, minimum confidence, andthe number of classified violations on the effectiveness of Tikanga on AspectJ.While manipulating one parameter, we kept all others at their default values.Results of these investigations can be found in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16,respectively.We can see that effectiveness is fairly insensitive to small changes to min-imum support, minimum confidence, and the number of top violations inves-tigated. Overall, Tikanga is much more stable in this respect than JADET.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of minimum support on the effectiveness of Tikanga for AspectJ
(other parameters fixed at their default values).
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Figure 4.15: Influence of minimum confidence on the effectiveness of Tikanga for
AspectJ (other parameters fixed at their default values).
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Figure 4.16: Influence of the number of violations classified on the effectiveness of
Tikanga for AspectJ (other parameters fixed at their default values).

However, one important thing worth taking a closer look at is that effective-ness is fairly insensitive to small changes to the number of top violationsinvestigated. This is quite unexpected, and shows that the ranking does notperform here as well as with JADET. On the other hand, this further illus-trates Tikanga’s advantage over JADET: Even with an underperforming rank-ing system, Tikanga is still much better. There is also an interesting artifacthere: Effectiveness rises to a certain point, indicating that most interestingviolations are not at the top, but near it.
4.6 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first to take an oper-ational view at preconditions, and the first to learn temporal logic specifica-tions directly from program code, instead of requiring them to be providedby the user. However, learning CTL formulas from Kripke structures hasbeen done before by Chan (2000). Chan introduced the concept of so-calledtemporal-logic queries, which are similar to our templates, but restricted toonly one placeholder. This work was extended later to queries with multipleplaceholders (Gurfinkel, Devereux, and Chechik 2002; Gurfinkel, Chechik,and Devereux 2003). Temporal logic queries with multiple placeholders arevery close to our templates, but the technique of solving them is not directlyapplicable in our setting: Solutions to queries are the strongest possible for-
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mulas, whereas we need all possible formulas in order to be able to look forfrequently occurring ones later on.When it comes to learning from existing code in general, or to automaticdefect detection, all the related work has been mentioned in the precedingchapter and we refer the reader to Section 3.6 for details.
4.7 Summary
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• We have introduced the concept of operational preconditions. Whiletraditional preconditions specify what the state must be for a methodcall to be successful, operational preconditions specify how to achievethat state. This directly helps the programmer wishing to know how tocorrectly call a method.
• We have proposed using temporal logic (CTLF) for specifying opera-tional preconditions.
• We have shown how we can combine model checking with formal con-cept analysis to automatically mine operational preconditions from pro-grams. Our analysis scales very well: It takes less than one minute fora large project like Vuze (345 K SLOC, 35,363 methods in 5532 classes).This is the first time that real formal specifications in the form of tem-poral logic formulas are fully automatically mined from a program.
• We have shown how we can quickly find violations of operational pre-conditions. Our analysis takes less than one minute for a large projectlike Vuze. Violations of operational preconditions have the benefit thatthey show which CTLF formulas are not satisfied, thus helping the pro-grammer fix the code, if it turns out to be defective.
• We have implemented all the techniques above in a tool called Tikangaand evaluated it on six open-source projects. Tikanga found defectsor code smells in all of those projects. In total, investigating top 25%violations for all the projects resulted in finding 12 defects and 36 codesmells—for a true positive rate of 39%.To learn more about our work on operational preconditions and relatedtopics, see:

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future
Work

In modern object-oriented programs, most complexity stems not from withinthe methods, but from method compositions. To correctly use those meth-ods, the programmer needs to know how how are they supposed to be com-bined to achieve the required effect. This information should come from adocumentation, or—even better—from documentation combined with formalspecification, but these are often outdated, incomplete, ambiguous or simplymissing. This is true especially when it comes to formal specifications, whichare notoriously difficult to get right. To cope with these problems, program-mers frequently resort to consulting code examples, but these can be de-fective, and the programmer—not knowing the API—is not in a position todecide if an example is correct or not. This dissertation makes the followingcontributions aimed at helping to solve this problem:
• We have introduced the notion of object usage models, and shown howwe can mine them from programs using static analysis. Object usagemodels show how objects are being used from the perspective of the

programmer, and are thus not limited to a fixed abstraction level—onthe contrary, even objects of the same class can be modeled from differ-ent perspectives, if they were so used by the programmer. Our analysisscales to large programs: Analyzing Vuze (the largest program we usedin our experiments, 345 K SLOC, 35,363 methods in 5532 classes) takesslightly more than three minutes.
• We have introduced the notion of sequential constraints abstractionand shown how it can be applied to find patterns and anomalies of
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object usage. We have created a tool, JADET, that is able to find object
usage patterns and their violations, each in less than half a minute fora large program like Vuze. JADET managed to discover 5 defects and23 code smells in top 10 violations for six programs we used as casestudy subjects.

• We have shown how—by using lightweight static analysis—we can makethe concepts used in JADET scale to handle thousands of projects ata time. Early results indicate that cross-project analysis can find sub-tle defects that are not detectable using single-project analysis. Our
checkmycode.org Web site allows programmers to upload their codeand have it checked against more than 6000 C projects from the Gen-too Linux distribution.

• We have introduced the concept of operational preconditions. Whiletraditional preconditions specify what the state must be for a methodcall to be successful, operational preconditions specify how to achievethat state. This directly helps the programmer wishing to know how tocorrectly call a method. We have implemented a tool called Tikanga thatcan find such operational preconditions (as temporal logic [CTLF] for-mulas), and their violations, fully automatically by analyzing a program—in less than one minute for a large program like Vuze. Tikanga man-aged to discover 12 defects and 36 code smells in top 25% violations forsix programs we used as case study subjects. This is the first time thatreal formal specifications in the form of temporal logic formulas werefully automatically mined from a program.
However, there is still a lot that can be done to extend the ideas presentedby this dissertation. Some of the topics that seem particularly worthy ofinvestigation are:

Improved abstraction. The sequential constraints abstraction presented inChapter 3 is effective, but quite limited. It would be interesting to seeif extending it (e.g., in ways described in Section 3.2.2) would bringeffectiveness improvements, or is it too limited, and we should use muchmore complicated abstractions, such as the one presented in Chapter 4.
Negative examples. Patterns and operational preconditions contain only “pos-itive” information: this is what should be done, this is how the param-eter should be prepared. However, having negative information (thisis what you should not do, etc.) is valuable, too. Adding such negativeinformation seems to be quite a challenge, but—if successful—couldbring significant improvements.

checkmycode.org
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Early programmer support. Patterns and operational preconditions minedfrom projects need not be used just for the purpose of finding viola-tions. Integrating them into the programming environment, in orderto warn the user about potential problems, could be an effective meansfor preventing defects, instead of detecting them after they have beenintroduced. Operational preconditions in particular could become partof the documentation, just as preconditions are typically explicitly enu-merated.
Better CTLF templates. We have presented a rather simple set of CTLF tem-plates used to construct operational preconditions, and yet obtainedpromising result. It would be interesting to see which templates aremost effective in providing clear and useful operational preconditions,and in their defect detection ability.
Cross-project mining of operational preconditions. Our cross-project a-nomaly detection approach described in Section 3.5 builds on the se-quential constraints abstraction. This was an obvious first choice, but itseems that mining operational preconditions from multiple projects ata time has a much greater potential.

To learn more about the work presented in this dissertation, as well asrelated topics, see:
http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/

http://www.st.cs.uni-saarland.de/models/
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